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Originally, the ASBSU had plan-
ned to sponsor a "meet-thercandl- .
dates" event on campus, October
25. As it turns out, it will be more
of a "meeHhe-challengers"affalr.
Allan Larsen, republican; Dwight
Jensen, Roy Truby and Stan
Kress, ~mocrats; candidates for
IdahOgovernor, senator, first and
second district congressmen, re-
spectively, have made commlt-
ments to appear in the SUB
Wednesday as a part of a drive to
register students for the upcoming
general election. But so far,
according to vice-president Steve
Botimer, Governor John Evans,
senator Jim IV'lCClureand Repre-
sentative George Hansen have
declined 'to appear because of
other commitments. Rep. Steve
Syrrims' campaign. organization
, has not made.a final decision yet,
Botimer noted. '
not
by Diane ,(3arr' '
. On Wednesday, octcbertt, the
ASBSU Senate voted $;325 to the
.Music Department, and effectively
eliminated .',the Student Services
Department by redistributing Its
allocated funds, though tutorial
and computer services were con-
tinued.
The Music Department was allo-
cated the funds in order that a
percussion music ensemble, which
has been Invited to perform at the
International Percussionists Con-
vention, might be able to attend
the' event. Craig Hurst, a former
ASB Senator and '78 BSU gradu-
ate, took the floor to explain the
o'riginal .request of $5OQ. Hurst
. stated that the ensemble had
already raised $325 on.Its own,.but
approximately $1800 was needed
to fund the .trip. The Music
Department, according to-Hurst,
was Willing to give the venture
$1000 if the other $800 could be
raised from other sources. ;
Education senator Greg Easter
sponsored an amendment that cut
the $500 figure. to $325, or a
The candidates and a registrar
will be In the SUB lobby from 8 am
until 5 pm Wednesday. Both the
Republican and Democratic cen-
tral Committees will have Informa-
tlon tables. Gov. Evans has pro-
claimed October 25 Student Voter
Registration Day, noting that "the
numbe'r of young citizens who
actually cast a ballot has steadily
declined since the Implementation
of the 18-year-oid vote."
At 8:00 that nIght, the candidates
will gather for an open forum In
the SUB ballroom. The forum will
feature opening remarks by all
candidates present, and aquestlon
and answer session moderated by
ASBSU presldent Rob Perez. Said
Botimer, "When you have people
'like Dwight Jensen, Roy Truby,
and Allan Larsen in' the same
room, It's bound to be an.interest-
Ing evening." .
s
matching grant to that money that ,
•the' group had already raised.
· Following the passage' of the
amendment, a final vote was taken
on the motion and a 12~1vote in
favor of allocating the funds was
the result. It Is unclear, at this
time) where the remainder of the
$1800will come from as ensemble
members are already. paying' be-
tween $25-$45 of their own expen-
ses.
Easter, as senate affairs commit-
tee chairman, sponsored a series
of budgetary. amendments that
effectively eliminated the Student
services department in its present
form. Easter moved that the
, entire $10;200 left In that depart-
ment's budget be moved back to
the ASB General Fund. That
motion passed unanimously. Next,
it was moved and seconded' that
$6,095 be allocated toward corn-
puter operation; that $480 be
aliocated for a service award for a
computer programmer, and that
$991.56be allocated tathe tutorial
· program. All motions passed by
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BoiseReadingsConsortium again sponsorsa series of Free Public Readings.
An established tradition far UniveroJtyand Community residents, the series
introduces its 78-79 season Viith RIchard Hugo, noted Westem Poet. For
further information on how you can support the arts, and be supported in
tum, turn to page 13 of this issue and rood "Poetry."
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unanimous vote and thus elimi-
nated the remaining service
.awards for the Student· Services
department as well as all monies
for computer program develop-
ment. The final sum left to the
ASB General Fund came to
$2,632.44, which may now be
redistributed as the senate sees
fit.
In other business, an executive
committee was set up to study the
prospect of ASB involvement and
flmincing of a day care program
for students. ASB President Rob
Perez presented the idea during
the course of his report. Vo-Tech
Senator Kathy Russell was appoin-
ted chairperson of that committee
by Perez. Other. members will be
appointed at a later date.
Arts and Sciences Senator Joy
Mclean moved, and. the senate
voted Unanimously, that a seven
senator ad hoc committee be
established ·to study the 1%
initiative and its possible effects
on BSU. Scott Argyle was
appointed and confirmed as a
member of the Financial Advisory
Board (FAB). The constitution
fora group· called "The Chris-
tians" was approved by voice
vote. ,
The next Senate meeting will be
held on October 18 at 4:00 in the
Senate Chambers on the Second
floor of the Student Union Build-
ing.
THEIS
by K. Ubucha Student Activities Director Fred
Norman expressed an "unbeliev-
Although both the administration able empathy for people who want
and student senate are coocemed to go to school," and said he feels
about the future of child care at thatBSU should offer the oppor-
BSU, no immediate action is being tunlty to low income students,
taken to secure the salary of the especially young mothers with
director of the non-profit program. children, and through programs
Child's Future. Preliminary plans like Child's FUture "eliminate as
for assistance, however, are in the many of the painful experiences of
offing from several directions. getting an education as possible."
VVhen ·a11federal CETA funds .After a meeting with Norman.
. were withdrawn from Ada County Perez had concluded the best way
because of low unemployment on to help the day care center would
Oct. 1, all but one Vista worker's be to "utilize the human resources
salary were terminated at Child's to help the human condition
Future. According to the day care through the arts." Norman. who
center director, Blrgitta Burkhart, is dedicated to furthering the
CETAfunds have been reinstated artistic and cultural spheres of the
for one teacher's position through university, plans to "direct a
December and her own salary project, perhaps a dinner thea-
through October. After this ter,"and have much of the
funding runs out It is unknown proceeds go toward the funding of
how and if the Child's Future Day the Child's. Future Day Care
Care Center will survive. Center.
ASBSU President, Rob Perez,
feels that the day care center is But because Norman has other
"an incredibly good program, and programs going on right now, he
we understand their. time con- hopes that the dinner theater will
straints, but we just don't have the take place within the next twelve
money 'right now." Perez has months.
promised to appoint an ad hoc ASBSU senator, JerFY Ostermil-
'committee to raise money for the ler, said he feels the day care
needed assistance. The student center has great potential as a
senate will look into the program community service to the stu-
and try' to assist the day care : dents, but also would like to see
center "in many ways; not only the education department run the
financially, but the main goal right program and generate intern-
now is to find ways of obtaining ships, credits, and laboratory ex-
money," says Perez. . 'perlences for students in the field.
Executive Assistantto the Presi- He also expressed a desire to
dent at BSU, Lee Mercy, has check into the center'sday-t6-day
talked with Burkhart about- the operation before "simply pouring .
funding problem and says aJ-, money" into it. ..
though he has been "combing the Burkhart said Child's Future,
president's personal funds, it located across from the vo-tech
doesn't look good right now; but bUilding, was open anytime for
possibly there will be some kind of students and administrators to
kickback toward the end of the stop in, particularly between 9:30
year." and 11:00 am, to see the activities
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that go on in the classroom for the
24 children between the ages of
21/2and 6 presently enrolled :n the
program .. Burkhart said she tries
to make the center a "home away
from horne" for the children of
low-income BSU students.
According to Burkhart,. some
students with children don't even
know the day care center exists,
and she suggested that if the
University took the program into
its hands It could benefit both
education' majors, with practIcal
experience, and ~he children
whose parents attend classes dur-
ing the day.
Perez stated he has selected the
day care center as "top priority"
for space allocation in the new
pavilion. VVhether or not this
facility will be Included in the
plans of the structure hasn't been
determined, but Lee Mercy says,
"It's definitely a consideration."
Burkhart is presently awaiting
the response to Child's Future's
application for a $65,000 annual
funding grant from the Witten-
berg Foundation in Caldwell. .
- Unless someonecomesup with the
money, Burkhart will be unem-
ployed by November; when she i?' ~~ ":7"" .,
finds out whether the funding is·
granted.
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Cox'sDox
Public or Private Interest#!
. by Patrick Cox
'When Travis Opdyke first started
his move to· recall Rob Perez, I
thought if was slick politics. I
thought it was an effort to draw
attention to the pavilion Issue 111an
attempt to influence the board's
decision. Iwas Impressed with the
idea and Iwas impressed with the
effort that accomplished the Idea.
But the recall goes on and I have
some serious questions concerning
the motives behind Opdyke's 00-
tions. Where was Opdyke during
the elections? His tardy Interest In
the presidency is something of a
puzzle to me.
My position concerning student
government has always been that
it Is a waste of time and money.
There Is an inverse relationship
between a student's load and that
student's ability to get Involved In
student government. That is,
most students that carry heavy
academic loads have enough to do
making a liVing, getting a degree
and keeping track of Issues in the
real world. But I can't criticize the
Individuals that use student gov-
ernment for the vita and as a
source of Income. I do criticize
those that won't get Involved and
then complain about the people
that do. There is ample opportun-
ity to find out how candidates
stand on Issues 'before the elec-
tions, for those that think that
student government is of any
consequence. Perez has stated
continually that he was not repre-
senting the majority student opin-
ion. He always supported' the
pavilion and the best opinion polls
concerning the pavilion Indicate
that he has about a 50% chance of
representing the holy majority.
If Opdyke takes the thing so
seriously, where was he during the
election? Personally, Idon't think
anybody should take student gov-
ernment that seriously. It's the
board that has the real power and'
the original recall movement obvi-
ously didn't dissuade the board
from voting for the fee Increase.
They were obviously Willing to
sacrifice Perez on the altar of
men's athletics.
Opdyke's continued push for the
recall, in the light of the board's
stance, is only vindictive. Many
people are willing to support a
move to legally stop the pavilion if
It isn't tied in to the recall issue.
Verily, many of the signers of the
original petitions were signing
what they thought was simply an
anti-pavilion petition. I arn con-
vinced that the recall movement
can ultimately. only harm the
chances for blocking the pavilion.
It occurs to me that perhaps
Travis is trapped into the move-
ment because he so vigorously
espoused it, but Opdyke's contin-
ued use of Perez as the brunt of his
mls-dlreeted politics is at the very
least cruel and If it continues, I
must assume it Js self serving.
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Now that the multi-million dollar
pavilion at6SU has been approved
by the State Board of Educalton,
plans are getting off the ground to
determine exactly what will be
built.
Cline, Smull; Hamill and Assoc-
iates Is the firm selected by the
Idaho Permanent Building Fund
Council as architects. Wor~ing
with them will be a archltect-Iiai-
son-commlttee consisting of three
students, Rob Perez, Steve Boli-
mer and Chris Hansen; one repre-
sentative each from Financial Af-
fairs and Student Affairs; one each
from Men's and Women's Athlet-
Ics; and one general repreoenta-
tlve from the taculty-at-lerqe.
A preliminary study has been
made that roughly outlines the
facilities desired. This commission
will work with the architect to
determine what will be included in
the final plans, and "to make sure
all program elements of the Uni-
versltyare IncorpOrated,' 'said Dr,
David Taylor, VIce-president for
student affairs, "Granted a build-
ing like that can't be all things to
all people, but we'll try to make
sure' all things that should be
included, are." .
The biggest decision and the first
one. made must be to determine
what services are most urgently·
needed by both the University and
the community. Priority will be
given to classrooms, offices, labs
and a gymnasium' capable of
seating 10,000 people or more,
said Taylor. An auditorium is also
badly needed, and a problem
arises as to whether'the gymna-
sium can be converted at times to
serve as an auditorium.:
Upkeep will be partially paid out
of fundS raised form ticket sales
and rents charged' for use of the
building. To attract renters; the
accommodations must be accept-
able to the performing arts organi-
zations interested in Lislng the
complex for their productions,
poopleattendinga basketball
game or rock eoncei"trnay have no
objections to sitting on bleacher-
type seats, but· those attending an
opera or a concert bya symphony
orchestra would .expect theater
seats. Movableseatlhg'thatcan be
changed to suit the:ai;tivity would
be one solution, but building the
auditorium completely separate
from the gym) thus having per-
manent .seating' in bOth, would
increase the availability of both
facilities. A balance must be
achieved to assure the "multi-pur-
pose" aspect of the pavilion is
preserved, Taylor noted.
Many national known entertain-
ers are not booked into Boise
because there Is no adequate place
for them to Perform. Both the
Morrison Foundation and the Boise
AudltorlurnDlstrlct has discussed
plans to build a performing arts'
and convention center, but lack of
money andlor location have
brought their' efforts to a stand-
still, leaVing only the high schools
and the .BSU Special Events
center available for this type fo
entertainment.
Boise is one the ten fastest
growing cities in the nation, and
the UniVersity will grow along with
it, resulting in larger enrollments;
"therefore, not only must the•...... --... -.- .... -----.-.-.-.--~-- .. -.E.-•.. I present needs be taken Into con-- ,slderation, but the needs of tM
future, " .Taylor said.
Academic A student editorial contest, on tne
theme of "A Federal Union: A new
Architecture for a Community of the
Free" Is being sponsored by the
Federal Union Youth Program. The
contest Is open 10 unlverslly students,
and the deadline Is December 31, 1978,
For further Information, write: 1978
Student Editorial Contest, Petrlcla
Chapman, Executive Director, Federal
Union tnc., 1875 Connecticut Ave.
N.W, Washlnglon, D,C. 20009.
Sprjog 8emOO1erscholarships will be
-ood by the caldwell ,Memorial
Hospital to students enrolled In patient-
related' health career education pro-
grams In Idaho SChools, Boise Stale
Unlvmllty studeot enrolled In a health
carner educational Program who are
residents of the area served by the
Caldwell Memorial Hospital are 00-
couraged to apply for these scholar-
ships. first consideration will be given
10 residents of Owyhee and Canyon
Qluntles, excluding the city of Nampa,
but Olhllf' students are eligible,
Other c.-Iterla for selection Include the
maintenance of at leas! a "C" grade ln
all current school work, IInanclal need,
three letters of recommendation, and
perhaps a personal Interview.
Application forms and additional
Information are available at: the ollica
of tho Dean, School of Health Sciences,
Room 101, Health Sciences Bldg.; Sue
Laws, Health Schlences Scholarship
Committee, Room 120, Health Sciences
Bldg.; and Caroer and Financial Aids,
Room 117 Administration Bldg.
oe.,dllne for applfcatlon Is January
15. 1979. Applications are to be
submitted to the Auxiliary Scholarship
Commlttoo, Caldwell Memorial Hos-
plt"I, who will select the recipients of
tho awards. ,.
Organizations
The National Student Educational
Fund Is sponsoring, for the second
year,the Better Information Project:
Prizes In Education (BIPPIE), a national
competition to encourage and recognize
original student produced Informational
materials.
$500 awards will be given to each of
the 12 best entries. Winners will then
give their award money to the student
organization or project of their choice,
Individual student and student
organizations are eligible to enter the
competition, All materials may be In
any media and must be aimed at
Improving the Information available to
student concerning campus programs,
opportunities and experiences, such as
orientation handbooks or guides for
women reentering college. Materials
musl have been produced during the
19n·78 or 197B-7e academic years.
Each of the 12winners will win a trip
to Washington, D.C. at which time tho
prize money will be awarded at a
National Information Celebration.
Application packets are available from
the National Student Education Fund,
2000 P Stroot, NW, Suite 305, Wash-
Inglon, D.C. 20036.
Et Cetera
THe BSU Women's Alliance Is
holding a "get-acquainted" potluck for
all Interested university students, to-
night at 6 pm In the Minority Cultural
Center, 2256 University Drive. For
Information call Margarita Mendoza
deSuglyama, Student Advisory and
specter Serviced, 385-1583.
Voting for:
• Homecoming Queo"
• Distinguished Admfnlstrator, Faculty
or Stall
• Student Lobby Survey
will be held October 25-26, 9 a.m, 10 3
p.rn. on the BSU campus. Polls will be
open In the business building, liberal
arts building, vo-toch building, student
union, and In tho library. In ordor to
vole. you must have a full-time activity
card plus one, more form of 10.
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I The. University Arbite~ is Sti!I!>
looking for a few good wo/men I
[writers, teyout and ad sales .'/<
. people, that is]. Apply at the ••:
-Arbiter office, 2nd floor of the .•,,-
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How LSDRestored One
Woman's Will To live
.ReseatchetsConvene On Hallucinogens
(PNS) - Pioneers in scientific
studies of LSD, psilocybin, mesca-
line and other psychedelics met In
San Francisco this month to cata-
lyze further research Virtually
banned by government action for
more than a decade; on these
forbidden drugs.
"I nsensate phar:macophobla
(fear of drugs), Which does not
discriminate between opiates and
other drugs that might, have
medical or therapeutic use, is
. stultifying scientific research,"
complained Weston La Barre, an
anthropology consultant and for-
mer associate at the Menninger
Clinic.
"The requirements and justifica-
tion for LSD are so extraordinary
that you Wouldn't knowwhat to do
with it once you got it," said Dr.
Oscar Janiger of Beverly Hills,
who did early research with the
compound. "I haven't used it
since 1962When the FDA came in
and confiscated all the stock."
Hallucinogens are now unavail-
able to medical practitioners and
are no longer being studied in any
significant way, according to the
researchers.
(PNS) - LSD and other psycho- and learned she was unhappy in
active substances are, bastcally; her work and her marriage.
catalysts for the mind, in the view . Shortly after the roommate died.
of Dr. Andrew Weil, who told this The new physician 'did something
story: . no person knowledgeable about
In 1967, when she was two LSD would now do: he gave the
months pregnant, a 26-year-old drug to the pregnant worrian.
psychologist discovered a painless Under Its Influence, tie guided the
swelling in her neck and learned woman's mind to the life Inside
she had an advanced stage of her and to' the thought that she
Hodgkin's disease, a form of was responslble for It.
lymph cancer. That experience prompted the
Physicians recommended abor- dying woman, to struggle. She
tion and radiation therapy. She regained strength and decided to
Instead chose surgery and cobalt leave her job and her husband if
treatment so she might keep the she recovered. The doctor gave
baby. She had had six previous her a job working with leukemia
miscarriages. ' patients. She changed her diet
But the woman's condition deter- and began twice daily meditation.
lorated. Doctors said she might Now, 11years later, the woman is
live until the baby was born but considered cured. Her daughter is
not much longer. well and she has a second child.
The woman was admitted to a "In this case, the triggering
hospital and placed In a room with factor was a guided LSD trip,"
another cancer patient who was In said Dr. Well. Conducted within
a state Df rage-because she was - the proper doctor-patient relation-
dying. She herself felt no anger. ship, it had helped the woman
Then another physician took over summon her own power to heal
, her case. He asked about her life herself."
In the 1950sand 1960s, up to 150
researchers in the United States
experimented clinically with LSD
and other hallucinogens, said Jan-
iger, who is writir'lg a history of
that work. Sandoz Ltd., the
pharmaceutical house that held
rights to the LSD compound,
described the drug as an agent in
psychotherapy and a means' of
experiencing the psychotic state.
But suppli~ began to-dry up in
the late 1960s as Sandoz turned
over its stock to the National
Institutes of Health. Since then,
LSD has been classified' as a
dangerous drug available only
through the National Institute of
Drug Abuse (NIDA). All research
proposals must be sponsored by a
medical institution and approved
by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion.
A NIDA spokesman said no LSD
has been dispensed to researchers
since 1974.
The official and popular attitude
toward LSD is so negative that
"people interested in beneficial
usedon't even try any more," said
Dr. Andrew Weil, author of "The
Natural Mind" and a research
associate in ethnopharmacology
at Harvard University's Botanical
Museum.
"People working in this area,"
said Janiger, "have a kind of
odium .about them. Who needs
that?" But he insisted that .so
much has already been learned
about the drug that it could be
used in. much more sophisticated
ways if it were, again made,
available.
Dr. Stanislav Grof, who has
conducted 2,000 sessionswith LSD
over the past 20 years at Johns
Hopkins Medical Genter and else-
Where" said he found the com-
pound to be "a powerful tool for
deepening our understanding of
the human mind." LSD can be a
catalyst or amplifier, he said, that
"makes it possible to observe
certain phenomena that are there
CONTINUED PAGE 6......---------------------,
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all the time, butln hidden form."
Grof said he witnessedpeople on
LSD reliving experiences dating
back to their first days of me, even
recalling Il'I(:lIllOrlesof their m0-
thers' thoughts during birth. •
•'These experiences, even
though Incomprehensible, have
been too consistent clinically to
discard as fantasies," he said.
Many were. supported by birth
records and interviews with
mothers.
"The world of psychedelic phe-
nomena doesn't make sense in
present psychiatric theory," Grof
said. "But It makesa lot of sense
In reference to modern physlcs."
Physicists who took LSD, Grof
said, reported they "experienced
processes' of astrophysics, Eln-
stlen's relativity and similar con-
cepts that they had previously not
been able to visualize."
Albert Hofmann, tlie Swiss
pharmacologist who discovered
LSD, believes the substance can
provide a "new deepened jeallty
consciousness.'" Hofmann said
the drug can heal "the occidental
neurosis - cleft consciousness-
the view-of man as separate from
other'living things. ,,'
Such,a healing Is essential, he
said, to overcome the environman-
tal problems that plague us.
•'What is needed today Is the
fundamental re-experience of the
oneness of all living things,"
Hofman said. "A misuse of
knOWledgecould not emerge from
a consciousnesswhere man is not
separated from the universe."
He cautioned that "LSD is not a
medicament that will make insane
peoplehealthy," but it is useful to
"shift the wave length setting of
the receiver . . . to allow new
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
pictures."
Participants at the San Francisco
conference; which also dealt with
the use of hallucinogens among
American Indians,' reported that
exWlments with mescaline end
psilocybin have yielded similar
results. '
La Barre said, that psilocybin
shows considerable promise In
psychotherapy. "For people with
heavily repressedemotions, psilo-
cybin seems far superior to sodium
amytal (a barbiturate sometimes
used to break through emotional
blocks). With psilocybin, the
patient remains conscious and
therefore participates In hiS treat-
ment."
Sigmund Freud, La Barre noted,
gave,up hypnosis treatment with
hysterics becausehe believed the
participation of the patient's cons-
ciousnessis necessaryfor a cure.
"Yet current 'experiments with
psilocybin in psychiatry are,"
according to La ~re, "exactly
nil, which I find deplorable." An
official at the Food -and Drug
Administration said some psilocy-
bin projects have been approved,
but he would not elaborate.
Dr. Norman Zinberg, a clinical
professorof psychiatry at Harvard
Medical SChooland author of the
recent drug use report for the
president's Commission on Men-
tal Health, told conference dele-
gates that learning about hallucin-
ogenscontinues to be inhibited by
fear. "Research studies have
frequently been flawed .bythelr
bias against the drugs themselves,
their retrospective approach, their
failure to account for intervening
variables, thelr ,lack of controls
and their focus on deleterious
effects," Zinberg wrote in the task
force report. C
Z1nberg has-called for the de-
criminalization of all drugs, in-
,eluding herlon, In the belief that
prohibition only aggravates a
drug'S potential for abuse. Healso
supports non-medial, recrea-
alsosupports non-medical, recrea-
tional use of psychedelic subStan-
'ces, "Forces that are prohibition-
istlc, moralistic, 'I he warned, may
lead peopleto forget that' 'there is
something useful in changing
consciousnessnow and then In a
way people find felicitous and
pleasant."
Participants at, the conference,
attended by morethan 200,agreed
that the beneficial usesof psyche-
delic drugs will become more
widely possible once more is
learned of their potential. The
Catch-22 is that learning implies
scientific research, and that is
largely forbidden.
~
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by Chuck Bufe
Voter participation in elections
has fallen drastically since 1960.
In 1972 only 55% of those entitled
to vote cast ballots (Nixon's "land-
slide" consisted of the votes of
34% of the adult population). In
1976 only 53% of those eligible
voted. And in this non-presiden-
tlalyear, estimates of the pereen-
tage of adults who'll chooseto vote
range down to 33%.
\M1y? Most pundits have put the
blame on voter apathy, and cyni-
cism regarding, the political pro-
cess. Polls have confirmed the
increase in cynicism. Over the
past 18 years a steadily increasing
percentage of those polled have
answered yes to such questions as
"00 politicians say one thing and
then do another?" The latest polls
indicate that"a sizable 'rnalortty of
Americans hold such views.
And are they wrong to have such
opinions? In 1960 John F.
Kennedy promised the American
people a "New Frontier." He
delivered Vietnam instead, In '64
Lyndon Johnson, was elected as
, the "peace candidate." We all
know what he did. In 1968Richard
Nixon was elected largely on the
basis of his "secret plan" to end
the war. The war dragged on for
four more years (for Americans -
seven more for the Vietnamese).
In '72 Nixon and Agnew promised
"law 'n' order" and were reelec-
ted. We flot Watergate, COIN-
TELPRO, and the CIA-inspired
, Coupin Chile. And who can forget
Gerald Ford's carefully worded
testlrnony, delivered during his
vice-presidential confirmation
hearings, which led all but those
who listened very closely to ,btr
Iieve that he would never pardon
Richard Nixon? Two years 'ago
Jimmy Carter was elected after
promising openness and honesty
in government. No comment
seems necessary. And what has
been dubbed "Our Imperial Con-
gress" staggers along year after
year resolutely refusing to come to
grips with the nation's most
pressing problems, while rarely
missing a chance to give its
members a pay raise (except
during election years).
These facts point to a very
disturbing conclusion: once a per-
son is elected to, public office,
those who elected him/her have
virtually no control over his/her
actions.
But the vast majority of the
people are seemingly undisturbed
11
Do klnThe •.5.5.
acts.
Thus considered, It's not surpris-
ing that most people never ques-
tion the alienated manner In which
political decisions are made in this
country.
But does your vote matter? In
the October 1, 1976 issue of New
Times, Paul Hollander, Professor
of Sociology at the University of
,Massachusetts, asked "Why ...
should we <care if people, don't
vote? One answer is that it's good
for form's sake to have people
symbolize' their consent to be
governed . . . if voter turnout
drops below a certain point, it
would be a bad sign. It would not ,One of the more amusing things I
be good for the legitimacy of the do in my capacity as Off-Campus
system, for' the system requires 'News Editor is to occasionally
some kind of consent to operate. peruse The Militant (organ of the
Voting is a symbol of that con- soctaust Workers Party), and
sent. " other publlcatlons of theauthori-
tarian left. While that's often a
tedious exercise, I occasionally
stumble across a real gem amidst
the dross. SuchWas the case with
the September 15th issue of The
Militant. In that issue, Jack
Barnes, one of ~hehonchos In the
SWP hierarchy, states that "A
worker-Bolshevik is a worker for
whom the party comes first . . .
We're in industry, in the unions,
for one reason: to build the,
party." That statement should
leave no doubt in anyone's mind
as to why communist and socialist
union "leaders" have been, and
continue to be, so willing to sell
out rank-and-file interests.
In the same issueof The Militant,
Jon Hillson coins a new word:
"solidarize." , Hillson writes:
"William Gurley , .. solldarized
with Mantel." Hillson apparently
means expressed solidarity with,
CONTINUED PAGE 9
by the fact.
\M1y? Most people have very
little control over their lives. They
live under laws which they didn't
make; the government can press
them into slavery at any time (the
- draft); it can imprison them for
actions whichaffeet only them-
selves (drugs and "sodomy"); and
it can imprison them merely.
because of their ideas (during a
national emergency).
A more, fundamental problem is
that most people labor, under
conditions over which they have
little, if any, control. The products
they make, their working condi-
tlons, .and their wanes are all
determined by others. The pre-
tense that workers' 'freely" enter
into contracts, with employers is
- obviously absurd in light of the 7%
unemployment rate; to be valid, a
On November 7 vote for yourself.
Vot for Nobody.
Nobody can legislate your free-
·dom.
Nobody keeps his/he, campaign
promises.
Nobody should run your life.
Vote for, Nobody.
Theabove is a revised version of a
piece originally published in the
ARBITER two years ago prior to
the 1976 election.
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ARBITER: In your quest to cover
the district and knock on as many
doors as you can, have you had the
active participation of the Demo-
cratic Party? Ho,# true is the
popular conception of the Demo-
cratic Party in Idaho being in
disarray?
•,
Mike Hughes Interviews:
Pub.lish(3rand Democratic Challenger Ken Robison
To claim that you haven't heard
of Ken Robison and not qualify
that statement with proof of recent
arrival In southern Idaho, Is tan-
tamountto saying that you've
been hanging In shackles In a dark
closet somewhere. Although his
demeanor Is extremely jow-key,
Robison's literary talents have
carved a much needed swath
through the field of turgid printed
matter available In these parts.
His latest venture, The Idaho
Citizen, has combined the general
interest of a magazine with the
vital statistics of voting records
and special interest maneuverings
found in the other format his
publication features, a six-time-a-
year newsletter, Thus, he has
captured one set of readers at the
supermarket newsstands and also
a more specialized breed: Journal-
ists and lifelong conservationIsts.
This culmination of the dream to
put out his own educational Jour-
nell, which the 'Citizen' clearly Is,
followed a ten-year stint as editor
of the Opinion page at the Idaho
Statesman. He left that post,
"tired of sitting at the same desk
day after day; I wanted to be freer
to do some different things."
Most would agree that compiling
and overseeing one's own publica-
tion is no small feat, and is indl:!ed
different. So there's bound to be
more than a few eyebrows raised
over Robison's latest endeavor.
Placing the printing profession on
ice temporarily, he has been
involved, since this summer, in a
venture he acquired by default,
the unenviable task of trying to
TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSERTATIONS
PROFESSIONJ'J. QUALITY
IBM CORRECm:S SELECTRIC
SEVERAL n'PE STYLESAVAILABLE
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47th ANNUAL
OCTOBER
.GOLDEN VALUE
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defeat one of the most entrenched lawmaking that went on then were
members of the State Senate, Lyle vastly superior to what has trans-
Cobbs. That's unenviable In the pired in recent years. The
sensethat Robisonmust overcome legislature has been spending
a name recognition handicap, and more and more money, taking
must make his voice heard despite more and more time and. doing
the self-imposed handicap of ao- less and less!
ceptlng no money from any organ-
Ization that expects legislative ARB IT ER: So how does that tie In
favors In return. with Lyle Cobbs being reelected?
I asked Robison about the effec-
tiveness of legislative pursuits ROBISON: Well, I think In
versus printed ones. He replied, District 16 you have the same
"Obviously, by the content of the obstacles that hamper candidates
magazine, I've been Interested in in other parts of the state, that of
public issuesfor years, and during one-party politics. In Ada County
that time I've become increasingly there are certain areas where if
frustrated by the performance of your affiliation isn't Republican,
the Legislature in dealing positive- you. simply don't have a chance,
Iy .with· those matters that affect and this Is true in reverse in
the public, who, in many Instan- counties like the northern ones.
ces, aren't being represented at As for my district, no Democrat
all. One of the things I'm doing in hasever beenelected. The closest
this campaign is getting out race Cobbs has had was two years
door-to-door and. asking people ago against Bill Onweiler,· who
about their fears and wants. I feel was a former state legislator and
that by taking this approach, had tremendous name recognition
should I get elected, I'm b..'\Sicaily in both parties. An outgrowth of
beholden to those same people this race, I believe, is that times
and I have to represent them, not are changing since there are many
my own views or prejudices, new families just moving into.the
although those are definitely area, they're not bcund by tradlt-
.there. Following the actions of the tional voting patterns and express
legislators for a number of years, I . a Willingness to examine the
feel that the quality of the legisla- tssues and voting records of their
tion in the Sixties and the type of representatives. I also find. a
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sizable number of people who are
concerned about the performance
of the legislature, the very thing
we've been talking about. There's
a large amount of frustratlon felt
by these people, who feel unrepre-
sented, particularly on the issueof
property.taxes. In Ada County, we
had thousands of protests on the
reappraisal lastyear. Theleglsla-
ture made little serious effort to
correct thissltuatlon, particularly
this burden on the homeowners.
The one bill they hold up, thea -
mill bill, was an average $28 in
relief for homes statewide, making
this bill merely a gesture, and I
think this is one of the reasons for
the popularity of the One Percent
Initiative, people venting their
frustrations over this legislative
faiII ure.
ROBISON: I have probably
covered at least half of the houses
in the district and before Nov. 7, I
will have covered. many mow.
During this time I have had the
support of numerous long time
Democrats, but as for the party
organization, it's true the support
is not what it could be .: However, .
in these kinds of .campaigns, it'~;
pretty much a matter of organizin~1
. your own approach, which isn't
entirely bad, but on the other hand
_ it Is true, in this district at least,
that the Derrocratlc party isn't
very well orqanlzed. As for
financeS .and the party role In
securing those; I've put myself in
a bind on that one since the
Democrats ha~e relied on the
unions, and in many cases; the
educatlonal lobby, to provide
funds that are targeted to partlcu-
lar candidates, although I choose
not to be one. Ihavereceived the
share entitledto'rt;le throu'gh the
state Income taxchec\{~ff square,
an approach to campaign financ-
ing I support. In any discussion of
finances it must be kept in mind
the. kind of campaign that's
waged. It. doesn't cost-nearly as
much to go door to door talking to
people as it would to rely heavily
on advertising, television and
other media. But any talk of party
affiliation has to take a backseat to
the larger issue of representing
people, who don't always fall
convienlently Into descriptions of
this sort.
ARBITER: From a speculative
standpoint, should. you get elec-
ted, do. you see yourself having
problems working with peoplewho
you've opposed? Do you foreseea
possjbility, because of your ideas;
of being Isolated and unheeded?
ROBISON: No, Idon't entertain
that possibility at all! Part of
being in the legislature is working
with diverse groups of peoplewith
different perspectives on current
CONTINUED PAGE 9
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problems. Nothing ever gets
accomplished in a situation like
this by trying to be a one man
band. The problem doesn't lie
with people disagreeing with you,
rather the Ineffectiveness stems
from people who don't respect
your opinion and therefore stop
listening to what you're saying. I
do think there's an opportunity for
legislators, not just myself, to
work more effectively on some
positive legislation in areas that
have been neglectecl. To give one
example, the state distributes
twenty percent of the sales tax
revenue to the local governments
through a formula that's an abs0-
lute atrocity! It's based on the
phase-out of thelnventocytax
back In the Sixties. The school
districts which receive money
through this formula have varia-
tions in allotment of one hundred
,times per student. Obviously,
Inequities in such a format can be
corrected by the legislators, al-
though they haven't even 00-
dressed the problem. There are
other matters-ot legislative inter-
est to people that have approached
me with Ideas that have much
merit. Oneof the chief complaints
of the legislature as it is made up
now is the frivolousness of the
legislation, for instance, Senator
Cobb's radar bill dealing with the
units on highway patrol cars and
their effects on persons with
pacemakers. Another tendency of
thecur'rent body Is to pass good
legislation in one' house' and
quietly bury it in the other, a
situation that can go on for years
with' no commitment to get some-
.thing of substance done.
ARBITER: With that in mind,
.howdo you assess the current crop
-ot candidates. and' your own oe-.
sires in the Senate? In other
words, how long are you willing'to
worK'in a body where the address-
Ing of issues you think Important
might be a long time coming?
How do you avoid these parlia-
mentary games' and pigeonholing
of legislation?
ROBISON: Frankly, I hope that a
significant number of the current.
legislators are defeated as I think
Connc<:tkut Mutwllif. _ ...a cc....~
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, young would-be missionary who you know the answer. ' .. If in
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7 admitted to a church elder a doubt at all, do not do It."
"transgression which disqualified All Of the above merely adds new .
him for missionary service." urgency to the perennial question:
VVhen the elder pressed the "Is there Intelligent life in Salt
youngster as to where he had Lake City? "
learned how to: commit such an
act, "He was shocked when the
young man answered, 'From my
bishop.''' "Such things had never·
before entered the young man's
mind," added Tanner, until the
bishop described "every unworthy
and depraved act he could think
of" while questioning the boy,
Tanner also stated that married
couples "in their intimate expres-
sion of love" sometimes engage in
"unholy, unworthy, and unnatural
practices" (soundslike fun to me).
He went on to say that sucn
couples should be barred from
entering temples and from holding
church office.
The first counselor refused, how-
ever, to define the term "unnatur-
al." Instead, he chose to turn the
old bromide (and very good piece
of advice), "If It feels good, do It,"
on its head by stating: "Brethren,
.we need a definite change in the
complexion of the legislature. .At
the same time I'm encouraged by'
a number of candidates who are
out challenging the records of the
incumbents, there's more interest
this year ... I think there's a real
possibility for change ... I think
that if people came to the realiza-
tion that a new crop of faces might
have an effect, they would be more
Willing to acknOWledgethe short-
comings of the current body and
set about alleviating that situation.
The One Percent Initiative isn't
the only way that voters can get
the message across. Retiring
some of the current officeholders
because of their ineptness Is a
more direct approach, and will
insure that the implementation of
t~e initiative, should it pass, will
be directed at those segments of
the economy which can afford the
cuts, or in the case of taxation, the
extra burden. There's no guaran-
tee that the current statehouse
crew will consider such effects and
voters must keep this In mind.
but the way he puts it leaves one
.wonder~ng if Gurley and Mantel
transformed themselves from a
liquid or gaseous state to a solid
. state. -
An Associated Pressstory in the
October 1 Statesman revealed that
LOS leader Nathan Eldon Tanner,
first counselor in the LOS First
Presidency, had told Mormon
Church hierarchs, in a world-Wide
ciosed-circuit TV broadcast during
the Church's 148th semi-annual
conference, that they should not
ask "indelicate or offensive or
pornographic" questions when at-
tempting to determine the worthi-
ness of Church members.
Tanner's concern was apparently.
aroused by casessuch as that of a
The October 10th edition of The
Aquinas, student newspaper of
the University of Scranton, carries
a front-page photo with the follow-
ing cut-line (caption): "Geoff
Guzy, far right, enters Clarks
Summit Magistrate's Office for
preliminary hearing in connection
with fatal death ofU. of S. soccer
player on page 9." After reading
the cut-line, I turned to page 9
expecting to find the body of the
dead soccerplayer. Instead, there
was a report on the "fatal death";
under the head "Soccer Death," a
story detailed the demise of the
soccer player In an .automoblle
accident.
GRADUATING COLLEGE STUDENTS • ".0
Tal~etbe PQTand find out.
..
Graduates from a broad spectrum of academic disciplines may
now enter challengIng career training programs with the .
National Security Agency. If you are receiving a liberal arts,
business, or mathematics degree before September 1979. the
Professional Qualification Test (PQT) could be your first step
toward employment In one of these programs. .
You must register by November 4, 1978 hi order to take the PQT
. .on campus. It will not be given again during this school year. By
scoring well on this test, you will qualify for an employment
Interview. During the Interview, an NSA representative will .
discuss the specific role. you might play In furthering this
country's communications secuiity or In producing vital foreign
InteHlgence Infonnatlon.
The PQT helps to measure- your potential for career areas such
. as:
PROGRAMMING '."- Our vast communications analysis projects
could 'not be effectively managed without the latest computer
hardware/software and people who know how to use them.
LANGUAGES - Foreign languages are valuable tools for
research, analysis. and documentation projects.
Advanced training In language (perhaps a new language) can be
expected.
COMMUNICATIONS - Scientifically devised. tested, and
managed cryptographic systems insure the maximum degree of
security In transmitting sensitive Infonnatlon around the globe.
Since cryptography Is a unique pursuit, the training of new
employees here Is extensive and esoteric.
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES - A limited number of applicants will
. also be selected from the ·PQT to enter our Infonnalion Science.
Logistics. Resource Management. Security, and Personnel fields.
PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placement office. It
contaIns a registration form which you must mail prior to
November 4 In order to take the test on November lB. There is
no registration fee.
Electronic Engineering. Computer Science. Slavic, Mid-Eastern
and Asian language majors and Mathematics majors at the
Masters level may Interview without taking the PQT.
U.S. Citizenship Is mandatory. A thorough background
Investlgation and medical examlnatlon arealso required.
. .. - .
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Ail.EqualOpportunity Employer m/f.
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EDITORIAL
There Is a dragon lurking on the of inflation. Of course, a depart-
tall grass of the ASBSU senate ment could ask the senate for
legislative revision committee. No additional funds In. such a case,
action has. yet been taken on but with the ASB's scanty reserve
senate bill #6 since the first fund, the answer Is likely to be no.
reading three weeks ago, possibly If all else falls, a department can
becausethe above committee does cut back on services, and abrogate
not want fire breathed down Its its original purpose, simply for the
neck. - sake of coming in under budget.
senate bill #6 deals with fiscal Two more examples .come to
policy within the ASBSU. sounds mind: say some department man-
harmless enough, until one finds aged to clear its budget by a
out it deals with ASB salaries. significant amount, and had
Still, It and a sister bill, #7, were enough money to make improve-
introduced by senators J. D. ments in equipment. The head of
Finley, Jerry Smith and Victor this department now faces a
Hudson in a bold step toward dilemma: s/ne feeds the money
balancing the ASB budget and back Into the department, possibly
making sure no deficit arises. It's enhancing its service to the stu-
a well-conceived plan, and doubt- dents for years to come, slhe
less Ihe whole thing will work if mightbekeeping a bonus from the
passed, but there's just one tiny personnel who worked so hard to
complication. gain that surplus, And the bill
Bill #6 outlines a "reward and makes no provision for those
punishment" system for depart- departments that scrupulously as-
ments within the ASBSU: if one tlmate exactly how much money
ends the fiscal year with extra will be needed, adhere to the
funds, each of its service award budget steadfastly, and end the
personnel receives a bonus on year without losing money or
hislher last check. Likewise, if a cutting back on services. Does
department spends more money this operation not deserve more of
than it has been allocated and has a bonus than any other?
earned, there is an across-the- second, le{jal. Student leaders
board service award cut. have defended this action, saying
There are considerations to be there is nothing in the ASBSU
made before deciding on such an constitution to prevent it. Sorry,
action. First, practical. Grantej, friends, but such things as state
-an overspent budget sometimes laws supercede ASB constitutions.
indicates sloppy management, The Idaho Code stipulates that
overzealous spending, corruption fixed wages or salaries, .once
In the ranks, or all three. But . earned, can only be cutback for
more often, it can mean unexpec- "just cause" - by case law, lhat
ted expenses not accounted for In· .means If a single employee or
a bare-bones budget, less revenue . particular .group of employees
gained than estimated at the cause a loss of' money to their
beginning of the year, or. the bite. employer, the money can be taken
Facing UpT
The following resolution received
"overwhelrnlnq support form uni-
versity living groups," according
to Scott Ferenbacher, ASUI sena-
tor, prior to its unanimous passage
through the University of Idaho
senate. it is superflUOUSat this
. point to comment on what is being
said by our fellow students except
to add encouragement in theform
of wholehearted support. We sup-
port not only the responsible terms
of the resolution but responsibility
of the ASUI C-.ovemment toward
its constituents.
This sarnaattitude of encourage-
ment we extend to the ASBSU
senate as they currently are
engaged in working out their own
statement of position on {he 1%
initiative.
IN THE SENATE
SENATE RESOLUTION #48
out of their satartes. It's highly
questionable whether the ASBSU
can legally make broad, arbitrary
cuts for vIhat could be the result of
a single person's mismanage-
ment..
It has been rumored about that to
the bill might beadded a provision
for investigation of a defiCit, and
determination of who caused it. In
such a case, the person(s) respons-
ible could be singled out for
service award cuts, and the rest of
the department's chocks wili re-
main ,unscathed. Well, gee,
considering there's a reason for
every deficit,and somebody
caused it, why waste words on a
provision for an across-the-board
cut that might never be Used?
Third, and closest to home,
ethical. Perhaps the _steadiest
element of American employer- .
employee relationships Is the trust
concerning payment ot workers,
Employees may be almost Indif-
ferent to the operation of their
employers, just as long,as they get
the wages they're promised. But
buddy, you fool around with my
pay.check,and I'm bound fo raise.
hell. It's not that it never
happens, but when an agency of
the government that is supposedly
dedicated to preventing It perpe-
trates the act - !
As Isaid before, the entire plan is
well-concelved, but there are
complications where they're not
.always looked for. Friends, do
balance the budget, ..but dO It
fairly. A dragon is a seductive,
but insidious beast: don't SUC-
cumb.
Editor, the Arbiter:
I have been to every home
football game this year and not
once have Ibeen able to get a seat
in the student section. I have been
forced to sit in the general
admlsslon seating at either end of
the upper east side of the stadium.
Rick Damschen
IO--The Urti~erBityArbiter' Wednesday, October 18, 1978
yours
=
b.h.
Editor, the Arbiter:
There are 800,000 people dis-
placed inside Eritrea and 250,000
refugees in the neighboring coun-
tries of which 35% are under 12
years of age. They are living a life
of misery, hunger, disease. and
destitution. There is a critical
shortage of food and medicine
which Is creating a serious danger
of widespread epidemics. People
are in an extremely dangerous
predicament.
Eritrea, which lies on the south-
west coast of the Red Sea, ls part
of the horn of Africa. It's
proximity to world trade routes,
both ancient and modern,. has
caused it to be the object of
political manipulation by stronger
powers such as the Turks, Egypt-
ians, ltallans and British.
In 1952, the United Nations
declared federation with Ethiopia
and in 1962 Ethiopia forcibly
annexed Eritrea as its 14th pro-
vince. Since thattime the people
of Eritrea have waged a struggle
for national liberation. The Erit-
rean people have shown great
perseverance in the face of fre-
quent famine and a destructive
war- that has dragged On for the
past 17 years.
This war between the Eritrean
people and the Ethiopian Govern-
ment, fought entirely on Erltrean
soil, has had ominous consequen-
ces. Over 500 villages and towns'
have been destroyed; hundreds of
men, women and children have
been rnasacred or starved to
death; and many more civilians
have become living victims of the
war. The Ethiopian Government
has attempted to use starvation as
a weapon. to subdue the Eritrean
people, who are refusing to be
passive victims 'of genocide.
I would like to urge you to
contribute to the Erltrean Relief
Committee, Inc., a non-profit,
Humanitarian Organization,
whose main purpose is to solicit
financial and material assistance
fortM civilian' population In
Eritrea; food, medicine, clothing
and shelter. Your contribution to
the Erltrean Relief Committee,
Inc., is tax deductable. Your help
is urgently needed. It can' save
many lives.
Editor, the Arbiter:
Almost time to go to the polls
again. This being my first time,
it's rather a frightening responsi-
bility.
Politics Is' a dirty business at
best. Yet, I realize it is necessary
to have political leaders. VVhat is
surprising is how many politicians
we have and how very few real
leaders.
I feel Idaho has outgrown the
mud slinging, do-nothing Politi-
cian who seems to stand for
nothing, and commits himself to
nothing except chipping away at
his opponent. Mr. Truby has
shown a good example-ot this in
his so-called campaign.
Mr. Symms' record stands for
itself. My hat is off to you, Mr.
Symms, for the' courage and
strength you have shown Idaho-
ans. You have been Informative,
- imaginative and prooobly the best
thing that has happened to the
state and the country in a long
time. '
A bow to you, Mr. McClure, for
being in office as long as you have
and still thinking in terms of what
you can do for the country, instead
of what the country can do for you.
It is past time to clean out the
political foxes, the mud sllngin!,}
do-nothings. The state and gov-
ernment offices are full of these
types, Which is evident, or our
country wouldn't be .ln the sad
condition it is In now.
We need men with a little grit
and integrity, who have the people
'and. country's best interest' at
heart.
It is our hard earned money that
is paying their wages. It's tlrria we
started getting our money's worth.
Each office is an important one:
. Way down the ballot this year Is'
one for Superintendent of Schools.
This concerns the youth of today,
.and the leaders of tomorrow. Ifeel
it is my duty 'as a taxpayer and
citizen to recommend a man I
know is a leader with the .wIsdom
and commonsenSe to knowwhlt:h
way to lead, another man with
grit, concern for our children and
dedicated to a better Idaho. Mr.
Daryl Sallaz.
My first time at the polls will· be
for Symms, McClure, Batt and
Daryl Sallaz, men I know are worth
my vote and my money.
To those of youWhoare voting for
the first time, as lam, study your
candidates carefully and vote for
those you feel are the best
qualified for the job you are paying
them to do. Don't be influenced
by friends or family.
Don't take voting lightly. Our
future and the future of our
children depends on your choice of
leaders.
percent of the state budget, and
WHEREAS, the state revenue cut
on account of the one percent
Initiative may result in cuts In
services and programs at the
University of Idaho as shown In I had hoped to change my luck at
the released contingency budgets the last game by going an hour
and, early. As I approached the
WHEREAS, these possible cuts - stadium,1 noted with satisfaction
would seriously decrease the op- that the west side was nearly
portunltles offered to students and empty. My confidence was how-
the quality of education provided ever soon replaced with a feeling
to students at the University of of utter defeat when I entered the
idaho, and student sectton and found !t
WHEREAS, the ASUI Senate packed. I was lible to g~ my
holds the responsibility of repre- familiar seat in the general.admls-
senting the concerns of the stu- ston area across from the goal-
dents at the University of Idaho, posts, but. 1 couldn't help but
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED wonder how many general admls-
BY THE SENATE OF THE· sion Ucketholders were sitting hi
ASSOCIA.TED STUDENTS UNI- seats reserved for students. I
VERSITY OF IDAHO THAT: think something should be done
The ASUI senate urges the about this problem and my voice is
people of Idaho to defeat the one not enough. If unsatisfied students
percent initiative at the general would merely offer an alternative
election, and to the senators,such as reserved
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED .student seating, this inconven-
WHEREAS, the present one per- THAT: , lence can be resolved, '. I think
cent initiative in Idaho has been The ASUIsenilte requests the students should have at least the
placed on the ballot for ..the - 1979 Idaho legislature to imple- .same privileges as reserved tic-
November state general election, ment an .effective tax reform ketholders in that we could go to
and program that will not jeopardize the game at any time and be
WHEREAS, the Idaho State Tax the quality of education In ldaho, assured of having a decent seat to
C-ommlsslonhas predicted the cut watch. our team play.
in state tax revenue resulting from PASSED BY VOICE VOTE OF
the Implementation of the initla- THE ASUI SENATE, OCTOBER
tlve to be 120 million, or 33 11, 1978.
Sincerely Yours,
Yohannes Woldemarlam
The Erltrean Relief Committee,
P. O. Box 1180
Grand Gentral Station
New York, NY 10017
Tel. (212) 866-4293
K. C. Benson
Nampa, Idaho
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Edilor, ,the Arbiter:
Recentcohtroversles over the
Boise State Pavilion' have Influ-
enced me to the point of writing
this, letter. Accusations have
f1a1'edup from all sections of the
'student body; that Is, reports of
such events have filtered through
the press at Idaho State Universi-
ty. These reports have let to
serious considerations and reflec-
tions on my part. '
Probably the most serious accu-
sation to come out of this issue, is
one which centers around ASBSU
President Rob Perez. I have seen
in print in the Arbltf!r, suggestions
of irresponsible leadership, biased
.,sampling, and a gross negligence
of student leadership. Having
watched your-student body presi-
dent In action at State meetings, I
can honestly say that he repre-
sents ,Boise State jn a very
exemplary manner. Not once has
he Indicated to the State Board of
Education that he spoke for the
, entire student body of Boise State
on the PavlHon issue.
As I recall, Mr. Perez has
repeated delayed State Board
action to assess student opinion.
The State Board in addition to
many ASBSU sponsored public
forums, held a public hearing. I
was very surprised to learn of the
apparent lack of Interest by stu-
dents to make their wishes known.
The poor attendance at the forums
and the hearing definitely played a
role in the decision of the board in
my estimation.
The challenge as I can see it, is
not to attack a student leader who
is well respected among his peers
and state officials. The challenge
is for students to ensure that, the
new pavilion will be a multi-use
facility so that all can benefit from
it. Students now and in the future
are dependent upon your succes-
ses.
Editor, The Arbiter;
In response to Mr. Opdyke's
letter to the Editor of the Arbiter,
October 4,1978, I strongly disa-
gree with his accusations against
,ASBSU President, Rob Perez. Mr.
Opdykehas falsely accusedRob of
failing to properly and truthfully
represent the BSU student body
but failed to submit any evidence
supporting his contentions. In
fact, the evidence proves the
contrary. For example, throughout
September Rob, on several oo-
castons, polled student body
opinion on the pavilion issue. I
witnessed several times where
both' Rob and ASBSU StUdent
Body VIce-President, Steve 80-
timer, dutifully toured the campus
asking numerous students their
opin!on on the pavilion issue,
making sure to catalog each
response. In fact,ff It had not been
for the efforts of Rob, I, like many
of, the students, would' have
chosen to remain silent on the
pavilion Issue. Unlike Mr. Op-
dyke, I commend Rob for seeking
to fairly and objectively represent
and discern the opinion of the BSU
students. Furthermore, If one
were to continue, to Objectively
review Rob's brief.stay In office.
he or she would learn that, along
with the ASBSU Senate, he or-
ganized and distributed publicity
about the forums & hearing and
then held forums to hear and learn
student opinion. Unfortunately,
the general student response was
apathetic, with only a handful of
students 'sharing .thelr views.
Maybe Mr. Opdyke would be
using this time more effectively
and ,efficiently ff he circulated a
Petition to recall all the students
who have failed to perform their
role as clientele to ASBSUStudent
Body representatives. Rob Perez
has unselfishly and responsibly
performed his role asstudent body
president. Iwonder If Mr. Opdyke
would expeet as much of hl11lS61fi
he were in Rob's shoes. Certainly
he Is quick to throw stones when
his own slate is not unblemished. I
find It so pitifUl how some people
see so well the splinter In an-
other's eye but fall to seethe log In
their own.
Respectfully Yours,
Kent J. Merica
Student Body President
Idaho State University
theirs
ngels na are DarlHamon
Graduate Student
I guess if all of us could haveone stories of the' time a Winning
wish,.it would be to remain a child runner knew a companion had
forever, a magical time when the tripped and fallen - and he circled
world seemed good and we be- back to help his pal to his feet,
Iieved it was peopled by creatures, costing himself the gold medal.
like the tooth fairy. the Easter 'There was a boy from Chicagowho
Bunny and Santa Claus" a place ran on crutches. A girl Who
where happlness Is an around-the- long-jumped on an artificial leg.
" clock proposition. There was the blind boy who
We call people who remain In followed the voice ()f his coach
that wistful time zone "retarded." around the track. There was the
That is'to say, they live in a world basketball game without a single
lntentlonal foul. Then there was
without malice or avarice. They, the boy who flnlshed the race and
have stopped well short of the then kept running round and
urge to kill or covet. They-have round the track because It felt so
never come.upon the low cunning good. In 1975 a new -klnd of
which besets the unretarded rna- 'volunteer vias introduced to the
.Iorlty, I don't' think one of them games.' These were the "H4g-
would consciously kill an insect. gers" - hundreds of boys and
They have to be Institutionalized, girls, men and women, who "stood
not because they are a threat toanhe end of every lane at every
society but because society is a race and gave each athlete a
threat to them, They have not .warm; enthusiastlc hug as he or
learnedwOrds like "hate." "com- shecrossed the finish line. The
pete," .. victory," ••revenge. .. "Hugger" exemplifies the spirit
"kill," or "cheat." VlJhich, of of, the Special Olympics which
course, makes them culturally places effort above Winning and
deprlved, Dale Evans. I belleve, caring above competition.
called' them "Angels Unaware." SpecialOlympics provides a chal-
To look with a child's eye on the lenging opportunity for people
world all your life would seem not who have been blessetl with gifts
such a burden. To be' Peter Pan of normal Intelligence and physical
forever would be ·an exciting capacity to enrich the lives of
adventure. To have comprehen- youngsters and adults; much like
sian disabilities would not oeem a themselves, who have been less,
tragedy when you retleeton what
there Is to comprehend. These
people are at once our heartache
and our boon; they make better
personsout of those around them
- and how' many of us can say
that. ,,'
There are over 2 million of these
"special" people among us. it
used to be that the mentally
retarded were shut away in huge.
impersonal institutions where an
overburdened staff herded them
into barnllke day rooms where
they sat out their lives in empty
isolation. Now, thanks to volun-
teers, the mentally retarded are
breaking out of this Imprisonment.
Thousands are returning to
society to get jobs, to enjoy
community facilities, and to take
Part in social and' recreational
activities. Because of programs
like Special Olympics, schools and
~nstitutions are letting the world
Into their classrooms' and back
wards and bringing the retarded
out into the world.
You will qulckiy. learn what is
"special" Naboutthe Special
Olymplcs'wh,lch is sponsored by
the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Faun-
dation. "Special" deScribes not •
only the athletes but also the
volunteer support. There are
fortunate than they. Volunteers'
find almost immediately that the
handlcappsd and mentally retard-
ed have great gifts to bestow on
them In return: gifts of love and
ioyalty. gifts of Improved skills
and grOWing self-esteem.
Robert F: Kennedy said, "In our
country it is no longer enough to
Countthe poor, to sympathizewlth 'OUTR' 'ID: ER""the struggle for equality, to watch '~, ", ,'" ' , ' ••
with sadness the decay of our
urban life. We must do something
to change thefaets of our present
life." It's about understanding
another's needs. It's a commit-
,menlo It's acting. Sometimesbold-
~~I~~~et~;:,~~~n:~~~I.Y.. Fair Trial: and Free Press
Mike,Garrec~(,
I "
by Garry WillsNOTE: If you have 8 desire to
contribute your time to help
others, to acquire the experience
and talent to get along with a
variety of people. to participate in
personalrecr8fltion that helps You
groW' physically and emotionally,
and to set a positive example for
others to follow; then contact Bob
Garrecht or Mike GClJ-rechtin
Room 114. Administration Build-
ing. BSU, for, more information
about volunteering for the Special
Olympics.
I would hate to see ~ew York
TImes reporter Myron Farber go
to jail. But, then, I hate to see
almost anyone go to jail. Jail. Is
our single most futile institution.
Those actively threatening society
with violence should be seques-
tered. Most others should be
penalized in wayS that -repay
injured parties.
But sad as it Is to see a man
suffer for a principle he considers
sacred, I also think Mr. Farber
should turn over his notes to the
New Jersey judge who has de-
manded them. A man is standing
trial for murder, and his lawyers
feel those notes may be vital to his
defense.
Unfortunately, the defense iaw-
yer has. overstated his case; but
that does not destroy his case. He
claims Farber was a quasi-prose-
cutor, whose work brought the
man to trial almost as much as the
state's employees did. By that
logic. every witness for the prose-
cution would be a member of the
prosecution team. The charge
makes no sense.
Nonetheless, Farber did stir up
interest in a series of deaths that
had been considered accidental.
That meant he started from police
reports and went beyond them .. It
Iscommon, in such circumstances,
for journalists and police to trade,.
information in an informal way; to
pry out. something one does not
know, the journalist will show
wha.t he does know. '
Sometimes there is a bluff in-
volvAli,. .Of ~,gl..aess'.\.rorkr or
actual deception. Messrs. Wood-
. ward and 'Bernsteln showeet' haw
natural a ploy this Is, ,and ·Profes-
sor Sissela Bokof Harvard haS
questioned the ethics of such
games,manship with the truth,
I do not know whether Mr.
Farber actually traded information
with the police. But Ithink it could
have happened, and that possibil-
iW destroys the argument of those
who say the defendant's lawyers
.are not really looking for anything
substantive in Farber's notes, just
jockeying for a mistrial.
The prosecution Is required to
observe the rules of pretrial "dis-
'closure" to ensure that the defen-
dant gets a fair trial. That basic
right should not be curtailed
because a particular reporter is
afraid his sources Jlill dry up.
Disclosure presents that threat to
the police, since they also rely on
informers; but the right of fair trial .
is onethat should not yield to any'
other priority.
In the long run, a free press is
itself the best beneficiary of open
trial procedures. They prevent
secret justice. like Star Chamber'
proceedings, unreachable by pub-
lic opinion or the public'S journal-
lstlc servants. , The informer that
matters, In. this case, is not
whoever might have spoken to Mr.
Farber but the journalistic peers of
Mr. Farber who will report the
proceedings of justice to the public
at large,
(By the way, Stephen Brlll, Jack
Andersonandothers have report-
ed ,that Chief, Justice Warren
Burger "was' ,pleased with, my
earlier column on this subject, and
suggested It was enough to cost
me my job for 1I0t siding with
.colleagues of the press; Tnpt isa
telling comment on Justice Bur-
ger's 'limited" understanding '.of
jou.
1
rna!) , Istic pfc:lCti~ and prlnci-
P,es. , ..
t
ASBSU is not in a position to help
them out of their bind. By the end
Of November, unless' they are
funded, further they will nave to
close. Part of the money from the
Homecoming "Mr. Ugly" contest
hopefully will defer such action.
During the month of March Fred
Norman will hold" a week of
. dinner-theatre with the earnings
from the shows going to Child's
Future Day care.: I hope you see
the need that I, see and will
participate in Mr. Ugly as well as
plan to attend the March dinner
theatres. The beginning of any
change or growth is the awareness
of a need. I hope you.sharethe
clear need that I perceive for, a
BSU child center. In addition, if
.you have any suggestions,about or
contributions to a day care center
contact the Senate and lor myself.
Thankyou,
Fello....' Students:
As most of you are well aware, a
gieat percentage of - our student
population is married and have
families. While going to school
and working, a family can have a
difficult time making ends meet.
Still a part of their income in many
cases goes toward payment of a
baby sitter or child care center. It
would be a great relief for students
with children if there was a
campus day care center that
served students for a very minimal
cost. Hence, I recently sent a
memo to Vice President Bullington
showing a large area with kitchen
facilities, a direct entrance to the
.·,outside, and moveable partitions.
as a priority for the multipurpose
pavilion. this would keep over-
head to almost nothing, 'meaning
the only real cost would be to staff
the center. PresentlY a day care
center, serving BSU s.tudents
called "Child's Future Day Care"
Is In grl'lVe financial diffIculty.
Rob Perez
ASB President'.
Studies Abroad
Students Interested In applying for BSU credit for'
studies abroad In London, Cologne and Avlgnon
curing winter and spring terms should submll
applications by Nov. 1 and Feb. 1, "the earlier the
better," according to Dr. Penny Schoonover,
coordinator. For further Information, contact her
in LA 212, 385-J508. •
Education Exams
Educational Testing Service has announced that
teacher exams will be given Nov. 11, Feb. 17, and
July 21 at U.S. test centers. Info".,allon may be
obtained from the BSU placernert office or from
National Teacher Examinations, 'loX 311, Educa-
tional Testing Service, Prlncetor .. ·NJ 08541.
fndian-White Conflict
Dr. David Crowder, Ricks C<'!lege, will speak on
"Indian-White Conlilct In Southern Idaho," Oct 26
at 10:40 a.m. In the Senate Chambers of the SUB.
Truman Scholarships,
Those junior students Interested In being con-
sidered as nominees lor the Idaho Harry. S.
Truman memorial scholarship should contact their
department chairpersons. Two candidates will be
selected' by Nov. 17 on basis of rnorlt and
outstanding potential tor leadership In govern-
mont,
Small BusinessesMeet
A small business conference on overseas market-
ing opportunities will be conducted Oct. 20 In the
Senate Chambers of the SUB. For registrations,
contact the BSU Center for F:esearch Grants and
Contracts.
Marching Bands
The Idaho High School Dlstrl~t III marching .band
competition' will be held In Bronco Stadium
Wednesday, oct. 18 at 5:30 p.m. Admission Is
$2.50 for adults and $1.50 for students wllh activity
cards. .
StressManagement
Dr. Allred Le Sesne Jenkins will lecture on stress
management and Internatlonsl diplomacy Oct. Z5
at 8 p.m, In Science 106. Tickets may be obtained
at the SUB Information booth, $1 for students, $2
gener!'1 admission.
Endgame
The Theatre Arts student prOduction of Samuel
Beckett's "Endgame" will play Oct 17-21 In the
Subal Theatre at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for $1 may be
purchased at the door.
Audubon Film
"Bird Island of the North Atienlic," an Audubon
Iilrn-lecture will be shown Oct 19 at 8 p.m. In the
SpecCenter. Season tickets for the six-film series
are $10, family; $6, Individual; $5, student, Single
admission Is$2 wllh student tickets $1.25. Tickets
may be purchased at the door.
Faculty ArtistRecital
Dr. John BaldWin, percussionist, and Donald
Oakes,organist. will present a joint BSU !acully
artist re;;ital in the Music Auditorium Friday, DeL
20 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets for the.recllal will be
available al the door: $2 for aclults; $1 for students
and senior cllizens; free for BSU personnel and
students.
Meistersingers/percussion
The BSU Music Department ensemble series will
open wllh the Melsterslngers and the Percussion
Ensemble In concert In the Special Events Center
Sunday, Oct 22 at 8:15 p.m. with Dr. John Baldwin
and Wilbur D. Elliott directing.· Tickets for the
ensemble series concert will be available at the
door: $2 for adulls; $1 for students and senior
citizens; free tor BSU students and personnel.
Sign Language
The Sign Language Club will meet alternating
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7 p.m. at the
Minority Cullural Center, 2758 Universlly Dr. The
next two meetings of the group will be Wed.,Det
18 and Thurs., Det26 for further Info, contact
Margarita Mendoza ue· SuglyaiiiQ, Studvnt Ad'Yl..;
sory and Special Services, 385-1583.
~''; .... "'- ..•. " .;., ::_.~..._ ..~.-- .• ,. ... ..~.'.
AIEllNE
Art Display
Stop by and take a look at art objects consigned to
lhe BSU Admissions office from the Desert' Arts
Council, Idaho State Correctional Institution. The
display and sale will be In Ad. '101 until Nov. 21.
PO'S Needed
The Purchasing Department asks that BSU staff
refrain from making purchases over $5 before
requisitions have been Issued and purchase orders
assigned. Emergency requests will be closely
monitored, according to WII Collins, Director.
cold drill
Deadline for submittal of poems, essays, plays, or
short stories to cold drill, BSU literary magazine, Is
Dec. 1. Typed or handwritten manuscripts should
have the author's name and address on them and
should be turned Into the English department, LA
228. . ".
Political Internship
WIUGI1T'S COIUlill
q,- it oeniiqo [f fu.t, J.tanding gb to gb with. you,
jA,ying thu /tut O(JE:~tl'u. E:dgE:of t:a.'l.nE:J.tnt:ll?
CWI'u.u: can WE:go to tafk? <Vl!1ly do WE:wait
tiJI now, l'u.u:, to uff oru: anotl'u.'t?
on my walnut ises, flap.p.ing fo't l'u.fp..
.Ihis week, a new feature will be added to the Arbiter: "Wright's Co~ner",
Dedicated to the late Charles David Wright (faculty member and
poet-in-residence at BSU). it will showcase poems and fiction submitted by
students. faculty and staff at Boise State. Poems should preferably be no
longer than26 lines. and fiction should perferably be no longer than 200~~00
words; all pieces will be evaluated before publication. To submit, please turn
in all work type-written and double spaced to The Arbiter office, Owyhee
room in the SUB no later than the Friday before the next Wednesday edhion.'
"Wright's Corner" will appear subject to the availability of quality material.
To' begin the series, ihe editors would .like to present, "The Party," an
original, unpublished work by Charles David Wright". We w~uld like to thank
Mrs. Ruth Wright, and all of those who -helped make "Wright's Corner" a
reality. •
Political Science legislative Internship applications
for the Idaho leglslatlvew. session beginning In
January will be accepted until November 8. Those
Interested should contact Dr. Dennis Oonog,hue In
the Political Science oltice, 1275 Brady St.,
835-3391.
Grade Sheets
Faculty grade sheets are due In the Registrar's
office, AD. 102, by 4:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 20. Do
not mall completed grade sheets. Faculty are
asked to report grades of D, F, U, or NC; however
If none of those grades Is used, the sheets should
be signed and returned to the Registrar. Grados
which are name-linked should not be posted, due
to the Family EduC2t1onal Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974.
Sociology Meet
The Idaho Sociological Association will moot Oct.
27-28 In the Nez Perce room of the SUB. The pUblic
Is Invited to the sessions, which open Friday at 1
: p.rn, Saturday preeentatlons will ~In at 9:30
a.rn, and conclude at noon.
.-Announcements
University announcements and news Items will be
published In this column each week and shoutd be
sent to the Informa1lon Services Oltice, Ad. 128,
385-.1562, Jy Thursday of each week.
Inflation .
Dr. JOhn Mitchell, associate professor or ocono-
mlcs, will speak on Inflation Thursday, Oct 19, at 8
p.rn. In the Nez Perce room of the SUB. Mitchell Is
• third In the 1978 Falltecture series sponsored by
'the BSU Faculty'Wlves and Women and the SUB
Programs Board. .
Respiratory Care
A respiratory care seminar will be held Oct. 20-21
In the Ada Lounge of the SUB. For further
Information, call Con Colby, 385-3383.
ForenSIcs
BSU Forensics Team meets weekly Tuesdays at
4:30, Ad. 301. Those Interested are lnvlted to
attend or call Dr. Suzanne McCorkle, 385-3328.
Ribbons
Requisitions for typewriter ribbons should now be
sent to Central Receiving instead of Printing and
Graphic Services.
Soccer star
A film on Kyle Rote, Jr .. national all-star soccer
player, will be shown Oct, 23 at 7:30 p.rn, at Borah
High School and Det. 25 at 7:30 p.m. In the Teton
Room of the SUB. Tho film, which will be free or-'
charge, is sponsored by the Treasure Valley
Fellowship for Christian Athletes and BSU
Athletes for Christ.
Tesfimonv Refresher
The Treasure Valley Fellowship for Christian
Athletes and BSUAthletes lorChrlst will conduct a
Christian testimony refresher course beginning
Oct. 19. The classes, open to the public, will run
for five consecutive Thursdays at 7:15 p.m. In the
Senate Chambers of the SUB. For further
Information, contact Dave TIJlstron, 336-6670, or
Dr. David Slm,'385-9328.
Jim Thorpe
Two perfomances of "Jim Thorpe, Ali-American,"
will be produced at the Speccenter Oct. 25 by the
New York City Performing Arts Repertory Theatre
as part of the Eighth Annual Indian American
Institute. The evening performance at 7:30 p.m. Is
open to the general-publlc for $2 per ticket, while
the 1:30 p.m. show is reserved for high schoo:
students with tickets at $.50. For reservat:ons,
contact the BSU History Department.
With anew hairstyle, designed '
.exclusively for you, by the Imagemaker,
Come in and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS. Day &. Evening,
or a Complimentary Consultation
336·9111Poet Reads
Noted American poet Richard Hugo will appear In
the Boise Readings Consortium Oct. 16 at the
Boise Gallery of Art and Oct. '19 In the SUB
Lookout Room. Both readings, open to the public,
will begin at 8 p.m.
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entertainment
Richard HURO Richard ~ugo Richard Hugo
Weifnesday, Oct 18, 8:00 p.m.
Boise Gallery of Art
Thursday, oct. 19, 8:00 p.m. .
BSU Student UniOnin the lookout
OnWednesday, OCtober 18th, at
8 p.m., the Boise Gallery of Art
will present poet Richard Hugo as
part of the Gallery's regular
Wednesday Night. Program.
Hugo, who received his BA and
M.A. degrees from the University
of Washington, is a professor of
English, and director of creative
writing at the University of Mon-
tana. He has published slx books
of poetry; the latest.. 31 Letters
and 13Dreams. Two books, The
Lady In Kicking Horse Reservoir,
and What Thou Loveet Well
Remains American, were nomi-
natedfor the National Book Award
with the latter book receiving the
Theodore Hoethke Memorial
Prize. Mr. Hugo has received a
Rockefeller Creative Writing Fel-
lowshipand a Guggenheim Fouri-
dation Fellowship. Last year he
tookon the editorship of the Yale
Seriesof Younger Poets.'
-
Audi,tions
.Tryouts for "Finishing Touches"
directedby Don Mummert will be
held at the theater OCtober 22 at
2:00 p.m. and Monday the 23 at
about 9:00 after the monthly
membership meeting .' parts to be
castare: males, two who are 40+-,
ne college-age, one high school-
ge and an eleven. year old boy:
emales, one woman 40+ one
.id-twentles,and one colleg'e-age
lrt,
•• 11
uditions for TenesseeWilliam's
idely acclaimed, "A Streetcar
Desire," eire being held
ober 18 and 19 In the Subal
Batre and in room 110 of the
usic-Drama Building. Winner of
th the Pulitzer Prize and the
ama Critics Clrcle Award, this
_y will be produced under the
ection of Mr. Roger l. Bedard.
ry-outs for this play, which calls
a cast of six men and six
men, are open to all, with no
rlence necessary. Audition
are 2:00 p.m -. In the SUb;?1
tre and 7:00 p.m. in MD 110
ectober 18, and 2:00 p.m. in
Subal Theatre on OCtober19.
I-back readings will be held
ober 22 at 7:00p.m. In the
Theatre.
Streetcar Narned Desire," a
sltlve, thought-provoking play,
~1.10I'f .n.· ..~."·~hor 1-0
h~:Sub;j Th~~T~lpt~y
obtained from the Theatre Arts
ment offlce;.or for more
rmatlon call 385-3957.
et
The poetry reading is part of the
reading consortium consisting of
the Boise Gallery of Art BSU
~ngliSh Department, and th~ Book
Shop, and continues asa memorial
to Or. Charles David Wright poet
an.d.BSU Englishprofesso( who
ongrnated the poetry consortium
~d coordinated efforts for read-
lOgs and funding.
The readings are made possible
through funds from Boise Gallery
of Art, BSU Associated Student
Body, the Book Shop, the National
Endowment for the Arts, a federal
agency,. and the Charles Wright
Memonal.. Since this year's
poetry series is being done in the
theme of a memorial to Charles
Wright, poet in residence at BSU
until his death this summer,
anyonewishing to contribute to his
Memorial may do so through the
Boise Ga!lery of Art.
"
Theatre
The BoiseLittle Theater's second
show of the 1978-79season, "The
SUbjectWas Roses" opens Friday
October 20, curtain time 8:15.
Eric Bischoff, former BSU student
will be heading the cast of three.
The story is about a young man
who was a mama's boy, but has
just returned home after three
years in the army, bringing with
him a new independent attitude
that causes friction with his par-
ents, played by John Miller and
Jane Weaver. ,
Production dates are Oct 20-22,
24-28. Tuesday night, Oct 24 is
Student Night and admission is
$1.00 with' activity card, reqular
admission is $3.00 and reserva-
tions may be made by calling the
theater at 342-5104.
1826 Main St.
MON THI\U SAT
FROM 5:00 to 1():OQPoM.
Buy one Finger SteakDinner or any of our fine seafooddinners and receive 2nd Finger'
Steak or seafood Dinner for $1.00 off and free beveraqe.: NON-ALCOHOLIC
Must bring this ad for speei.alprlce EXPIRE~ 10/31/78
HOME OF THE Open M()t4-YHURS11:00 A.M.TO2:09 A.M.
O~IGI"'AL FI"''-!.EIIllS·TEAII'I FRI& .SAT11:00 A.M:TO3:00 A.M.n ~ "'"ll n n. SUN4.00 ".M. TO 11.00 P.M.
LOOKING FOR ABETTER'FIT?
"SOFT INSIDE.
8thSt Marketplace
405 South 8th Street
Suite B-111
~A?_nAOA..,....... _VI_
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Announcements
Dr. Alfred Le 8esne Jenkins,
noted foreign service officer and
transcendental meditation practi-
tioner will lecture on stress man-
agement and. international diR-
lomacy October 25 at 8 p.m. in the
Boise State University Science
Building, room 106.
The .public is invited to the
lecture, which is sponsored by the
BSU Student Union Programs
Board. Tickets may be obtained at
the Student Union Building ihfor-
mation booth, $1 for students, $2,
general admission.
Dr. Jenkins is the only American
diplomat to have served both
before and after the communist
revolution on the mainland of
China. He was senior advisor to
Henry Kissinger on three trips to
China in 1971-72, and accompan-
ied former President Nixon on his
historic trip there in 1973. ,
Jenkins has been practicing the
TM technique for eight years. He
has completed a six-month Age of
Enlightenment Governor.Training
. Course in 1977. He is chairman of
'the board of trustees oHv1aharishi
Internatlonal University.
Dr. John Baldwin, percussionist,
and Donald Oakes, organist, will
present a joint Boise State Univer-
sity faculty artist recital in the
Music Auditorium, Friday, Oct 20
at 8:15 p.rn,
Dr. Baldwin will be assisted by
James Hoppe, clarinet, in a per-
formance of Armand Russell's,
"Ephemerons," a tlve-movernent
work for percussion and clarinet,
, utilizing five torntoms, two tri In-
gles, and three cymbals.
, Pianist Madeleine Hsu will join
BaldWin in Darius Milhaud's 1947
"Concert for Marimba and Vibra-
phone." The vlbrapnone-ls one of
the-few American musical inven-
tions, and is used effectively in
solo passages and in alternation
with Hie, marimba.
, Baldwin and Oakes will combine
forces in a contemporary piece by
Myron Roberts, "Five _for Organ
and Marimba." Each movement
is a short musical sketch depicting
diffraction, diaphone, diagram,
digression and dialogue.
Oakes will close the concert with
two works by Bach and Mendels-
sohn for solo organ.
Tickets for the -taculty artist
recital will be available at the
door: $2 for adults; $1 for students
and senior citizens; free for BSU
students and personnel.
Announcements Announcements
Samuel Beckett's celebrated play
"Endgame" will open Tuesday,
Oct. 17 for a five-night run at
Boise State. University's Suhal
Theatre.
The play, directed by senior
theatre arts student Dan Peterson
will run through Saturday, Oct. 21.
Curtain time is a:30,p.m.'
Peterson has appeared in several
Boise area stage productions. He
also-directed "The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie" for Theatre in a
Trunk, "Hound of the Basker-
vi lies" for BSU, and "The E:loor"
for KAID television.
"Endgame" playwright Samuel
Beckett is regarded as a pioneer in
the theatre of the absurd move-
ment of the 1950's. His popular
"Waiting for Godot," along with
his other works, won Beckett the
Nobel Prize-for Literature in 1969.
Director Peterson says "End-
game"dealswlth what is "appar-
ently the end of the world."
"It is low comedy ... you laugh
all the way. through and wonder
whywhen it's all over."
The play is centered on words,
yet it's filled with action, he
added. Two of the characters
appear in trash cans throughout
the play, and physical movement
of the other two characters is
limited.
"Beckett has Injected intellect
into what basically amounts to four
stage clowns. "Endgame" asks
many questions, but the audience
is free to interpret the answers,
which always raises new ques-
tions, " says 'Peterson. '
Characters in "Endgame" in-
clude Hamm (Steve Marker), who
can't see and can't walk; Clov
(Bruce Richardson), who can bare-
ly walk and is Hamm'sservant;
Nagg (Patrick Cunningham), who
is Hamm's father, and Nell
(Deborah' Groves), who is Nagg's
wife. 0
Tickets fOr "Endgame': cost $1
·and can be purchased the 'night of
the performance.
live Music
Tarwater
Oct 13,14, 15
Dancing On Sunday
6 to 10
A film on Kyle Rote, Jr., national
all-star soccerplayr, will be shown
Oct. 23at 7:30 p.m, at Borah High
School and Oct 25i:1t 7:30 p.m. in
the Teton Roomof the Boise State
University Student Union Build-
Ing. The film, which will be free of
charge to the publlc, is sponsored
by the Treasure Vall.!ly Fellowship
for Christian Athletes and Boise
State university Athletes for
Christ.
Gordon "Skip" Rowland, Boise ::;]f ~~~~~ll@~J@!~~@!f@!li~~~~~~!f@!lf@)J@!I@f@JJ~@lJi@!li~~~~~~~ll@~~!@f@JJ@]J@]j~~~
performer,composer, teacher and ~
studio musician, will be featured,
at the Boise Gallery of Art's
Wednesday Night Program on
Wednesday, October 25th, at 8
p.m.
Mr. Rowland, who attended
Boise State University for three
years, also has studied from
masters of the guitar: Christopher
Parkening, Oscar Ghlla of Italy,
Louis Maravilla of Spain, and
Michel Lorrlmer of Berkeley.. He
has given concerts throughout the
west - University of Oregon,
University of Idaho, College of
Idaho, Idaho State University,
College of Southern Idaho, Uni-
versity of Portland, and in Denver
and Anchorage. ' i
This free-to-the-public program
is made possible througlJ. funds
, from the Boise Gallery ot Art and
the Idaho Commissionon the Arts @
[The National Endowment fo" the
Arts, a federal agency].
We've had enol\5h
,of you, Tr-aumhle!
....---- '---'
Sociologists from throughout
Idaho will be at Boise State
University for the first annual
meeting of the Idaho Sociological
Association Oct 27-28.
Meetings centered around the
conference theme "Teaching S0-
ciology" will be held In the Nez
Perce room of the Student Union
Building at BSU: The public is
invited to attend any of the
sessions.
Presentations will run 9:30 a.m.
to noon.
)"UN PrivoteParties CILIb can be
MON leased for dance parties etc
Private Parties
TUe p' t . Ask ForCo rrva e Parties Group Rotes!
WED College ~ight All DrinksHalf
Price,All Night With College 1.0THUR Ladies Night Ladies in free, 1J2·priceI
drinks with 1.0. Men 1/2 price admissioh
with college LP. open 7:00pm till 4:00am ,
FRI After Hours S'fiT After Hours The Spot lite
, DRESS-COD( 3860 Chinden
ThiSis a DressDisco Dance Club- we do allow dress Levis,not 342-8658
Thongs or 1 Shirts without Collars, prefering Semi Formal Attire
TillE
~iP()T
LITlE
BOISE'/
PROGRESSIVE
DIS(OTEOUE
Dancing & Spirits
NOW AVAILABLE IN BOISE
e BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
• DISCO SYSTEMS
G INTERCOM SYSTEMS
CD OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS
RENTALS & LEASING AVAILABLE
Disco Systems W/Lites as low as S159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Overland
Park Shopping Center
Serving the Northwest in 5 Stales
all. dinners served with balled'
potato,and homemade soup
.DINNER MENU
Chicken
Salmon
Halibut '
Top Sirloin 12 oz.
New YOl'kCut, 12 oz.
Ham Stesk .
$3.50
5.95
5.95
7.95
8.95
3.95
,a
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TheBoiseState University Music
Department ensemble series will
openwith the Melsterslngers and
the Percussion Ensemble In con-
cert In the BSU Special ~vents
Center Sunday, .Oct 22 at 8:15
p.m. , .
The Melsterslngers' portion of
the program wUl feature a variety
of selections from f.olk madrigals
of the 16th century to the popular
ballad by Johnny Mercer, "Fools
Rush tn." , . •
Tickets for the ensemble series
concert will be avall8ble at the
door: $2 for adults; $1, students
and senior citizens; free for BSU
students and personnel.
Announcements
l
Dr. John Mitchell, Boise State
University associate professor of
economics,will speak on Inflation
In the third of the BSU fall lecture
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Announcements Announcements
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}
serles'Thursday, Oct 19 at 8 p.rn,
In the Nez Perce room of the
Student Union.BUilding.
Mitchbll will discuss Idaho ec0-
nomic growth, Inflation, and the
depreciating value of the dollar.
Chosenteacherof the year in 1973
at Boise State, he was also
selected for Outstanding Young
Men of America In 1976-77.
The series Is sponsored by BSU
Faculty Wives and Women and
the Student Union Programs
Board.
'1"~'''I'I.I'''I'''fI'I''''''.
The Treasure Valley Fellowship
for Christian Athletes and Boise
State University Athletes for
Christ will' conduct a Christian
testimony refresher courseopen to
the public beginning Oct. 19. The
classeswill run for five eonsecu-
HO
There is more than one secret at •••
';4 MASTERPIECE"
-Gen. Sh.kt WNBC·TV
HAMAllNGLY BRIWANr"
-WiUi.m Wolf, C.e M.guint
)" P.C£lO.T ALTMAN nlM
"AW£DDING"
tive Thursdaysat 7:15 p.m. In the
Senate Chambers of the BSU
Student Union Building. For
further Information, contact Dave
Tlllstrom, 336-6670,or Dr. David
Sim, 385-9328.
... 11 11 ..
Dr. David Crowder, Ricks Col-
lege, will speak on Indian-White
Conflict InSouthern Idaho: caeses
and Effects October 26 at 10:40
a.m. In the 8enateChambers of
, the BoiseState University Student
Union BUilding. The public Is
invited free of charge to the
speech, which Is part of the
activities of the Eighth Annual
Indian American Institute spon-
sored by the BSU Department of
History and DammaSoghopClub.
by Mark C. Brough
1. In the film, "Going My Way," Bing Crosbywearsa sweatshirt on several occasionsbearing the
name of his favorite major-league baseball team. Nama that team.
2. Who said, "Abracadabra, please, and thankyou."
3. What night did Bobby Darin take his bath in "Splish Splash?" '
4. Where were the Summer Olympics games held In: A)1924, 8)1956, C)1904, 0)1960, E)1940.
5. For what picture was Doris Day nominated for the Best Actress Oscar?
6. In "Leave It to Beaver," where did 'theodore attend school?
7.Who sang:A)lady Godiva, B)Many Many, C)Mr. Lonely, O)SomethlngYou Got Baby, E)L1nda,
F)SIOpFoolin'?
8. Name the Clark Gable movie In which there was an all-male cast.
9. Name the male & female who won the 1965Singles Championship at W1mbeldon?
10. What was the title of the first "Twilight ZOne" episode? .'
. Answers In the Arbiter's classified section.
Fourteen speakers from across
the United Stateswill beat Boise
State University Oct. 16-20 for a
mathematical conference.
The'conferencewill beoneof the
most Important ever . held on
lattlce-ordered groups, a very
specializedbranchof mathematics
according to organizer Otis
Kenny;
Two of the world's leading ex-
perts, Paul Conrad from Kansas,
and Charles Holland, from Bowl-
Ing GreenUniversity, will attend.
Yurl Gurevich from Ben Gurlon
University In Isreal will also be at
the conference, and other mathe-
maticians from Egypt, Australia,
Germany, Canada, Uruguay have
expressed Interest. .
Speakers will present their re-
search papers from 9 a.m,. 4:30
p.m. eachday In the BSUStudent
Union Building. .' .
Thosepresentationswill be c0m-
plied Into a bookon lattloo-ordered
groups that will be published next
summer by Marcel Dekker, New
York.
Only about 30 mathematicians
throughout the U.S. specialize In
lattlce-ordered groups. Three
Boise State professors, Kenny,
Rick Ball, and Jo Smith, do
research In that field, and were
responsiblefor BSU's sponsorship
o~ the conference. '
Stump
T " I T
.LADY KILLERS
Wed. Oct 18800PM
in the Ada Lounge
Starrinp Alex Guiness and Peter Seifers.
A mad cap British comedy about a
gang of bank robbers, posed as a
string quartet, who plan to bump off
thler land landy. Plus .a MEL
BROOKS short.
COMING ATTRACTION
HALLOWEEN FILM FEST
Wed Oct. 25, 8:00 in the Bolsean lounge
The Original King Kong
and
Roman Polonski's
The Fearless Vampire Killers
COMING AnRACTION
KlJ~GKO~G(1933)
THElJREATCIRClE AROUND
MOONTMcKINLEY-
SlideJecture by the famousYosemtte
and Himalayan climber, Galen Rcr
well, Wednesday, October 18, 8:00
p.m., Boisean Lounge.
". & #M1b- -f
WA.RREN
MILLER
C;oming Soon
Next Week-
Sliver Streak
HE
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sports
-nCDS Baunce-Bac:
by Jim _Wolfe
Hogan put the ball -ln the air only
seven times, hitting on 4 of 6 with
one -Interception; he also had the
touchdown to Grant. The Broncos
rushed for 247 yards and Hogan
totaled 52yards In the air, perhaps
another Bronco record, behind a
make-shift, but very effective of-
fensive line.
San Jose actually led the total
offense statistic 313-298, behind
the hard-running Kevin CoI~, who
carried 11 times, gaining 129
yards and .a touchdown. Ed
Luther, who carne Into the game as
.' the 10th rated passer in Division
1-A, hit on 11 passesfor 125 yards
and threw two Interceptionll as he
g' was manhandled most of the night
g by the aggressive Boise State
o defensive line.
~ It was defense that set the tone of
the -game, and BSU had the
~ defense that turned In the big play
ff. when needed all night long. Once
again, Bob Macauley, Larry PoI-
owskl and Willie Beamon led the
team in tackles and sacks, while
Cur Chandler, Randy Stuart, Chris
Bell, and RickWoods filled admir-
ably at the depleted dE:lfensive
back positions. ,
The second half had been a
sluggish one for BSU as they led
by only ~4-9 entering the fourth
quarter,when all Of a sudden,
Willie "quick six" Beamon picked
off a deflected screen pass, and
either scampered or lumbered,
(take your pick) 43 yards to givEl
the Broncos a 21-9 lead.
A Jew moments later, Mitch
Britzman broke through the Spar-
tan line and blocked a San Jose
Cl punt .that skipped out of 'the end
g zone for a safety, glvtng the,
;tj~ •• ~~O Broncos a more comfortable leadi .,at 23-9. San Jose came right back
8! as Kevin Cole scored from 20
. (; yards out with 5:25 left to play.
~ The extra point was wlde,making
"Case' , Stick f h W' k" AI'I Arne' I the score 23-15. The BSU offensey s. 0 t e ee. . - r can candidate, running back, responded with a touchdown by
Cedric Minter, plunges a shoulder Into a San Jose defender on one of 38. Terry zahner with only ten sec-
carries. onds left In the game, giving
Coach Criner a very satisfying win
over Lynn Stiles, a good friend of
his from UCLA days.
The 18,112 fans that flied Into
Bronco Stadium saw a well-played
strategic game; an Impressive
BSU Win, If - you consider the
caliber of. the opponent and. the
injuries to key Bronco personnel.
Possible losses for the Weber
State game are Larry Morrltt, Sam
Miller, and Doug Scott. Larry
Polowskl is 'out for sure with a
broken hand.
The Boise State Broncos kept
turnovers to a minimum Saturday
night and used a more wide open
offense to defeat the Spartans
from San JQS('! State University,
30-15. It was the third victory this
seasonover a division 1-A, PCAA
team.
Cedric Minter, once again,
played a major role in the Bronco
records, most carries in a single
game, 38,and established a new
single season rushing mark of 992
yards - and counting. For .the
night, he gained 169 yards.
Minter got plenty of help from
David Hughes, who rushed for 86
yards on 17 carries. San Jose was
taken by surprise on Hughes'
carries up the middle on draw
plays, when they were expecting
Minter outside or Hogan to pass.
"me element of surprise played a
big part in the BSU victory, as
freshmen receiver, Mike Grant,
set upon the edge of the field, and
went undetected by the San Jose The BoiseState defense prepares to bury a San Jose runner. Likewise the Broncos burled their third PCAAdefense. Hogan merely lofted the
ball 37 yards to an isolated Grant opponent, breaking a two game losin!) streak In the process.
. for a touchdown and a 14-6 lead ..
'late in the first half.
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DISCO EVERY lFHIDA,Y NIGHT
\\lElCOMES BACK BSUSTUDENTS
ILLER
EXP RiS
BITS
-~A
OC119
THURSDAY
NIGHT
8:30 to M~n.ight
, $2.50C$Ver.
Darice or Ice' Skoting
to the Latest Disco
ICE SKATING & co.
t 1771 Wildwood (208) 377-1020~~~~~-
Art Supply
IDAHO'S LARGEST
DEALER
Featuring Major Brands:
Grumbacher Crescent Cardboard
Winsor Newton Kohrinoor
Permanent Pigments Strathmore
Sculpture House Chart Pak
Bienfang Liquitex
Speedball Bee Paper
X-Acto Pickett
Testrit~ Ulano
Eberhard Faber A·W~Faber
. D'arches . Clearprint
Pentalic OsmiroidII 820 W.Jefferson 345-2564 Man-Sat 9-5:30
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Audl,
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·We'..e the EXPEUts'
by Beth Rupprecht
A surprising Boise State .w0-
men's cross country team won the
team title against five other top
teamsat the Montana' State Invlta-
tional. Though. the score was
close, BSU 47 points to MSU's 49
points, Boise states' harriers were
not to be .denied as they beat
pre-race favorites Brigham Young
University and Montana Stare, on
MSU's home course.
Just as coach Basil Dahlstrom
stated prior to the beginning of the
season, "I think this team Is going
to surprise a few people," the
Bronco Indeed surprised an excel-
lent team of runners in beating ,
MSU. The Harrier newsletter had
listed Montana State as a team to
"make a lot of noise In the North-
west region," but it now appears
that Dahlstrom's runners will be
making a little noise of their own.
The Smith twins, again running
together for the first 2.5 rnltes of
the race, carried the brunt of
BSU's scoring, with Jody finishing
second and sister Judy finishing
third. With apprOXimately a half
mile left In the race Jody pulled
ahead of Judy to be timed in
19:14.6, only fourteen seconds
No Win Yet
The inexperience of BSU's Field
Hockey team has understandably
taken its' toll on this year's
wln-loss record,Q-6-1. Moving
into the third weekend of action,
the Broncoshave yet to experience
a victory for their efforts.
Boise State, with perhaps the
least experienced front line In the
NCWSA has failed to develop the
cohesive forward 'cornblnatlon
necessary for scoring goals.
"We've been stopping other
teams from scoring with 'our
veteran defense, we just haven't,
as of yet, scored enough goals
ourselves to enable us' to win,"
stated Coach Jane Von Wassen-
,hove. '
;. Perhaps the lack of home mat-
;~ ches, detailing 3 days a week of
;;i travel time, academic studies
", pressure, and playing three or four~;:
c, games a weekend havecompoun-
" dad an aiready dlffit:'l:Jlt•situation.
Von Wassenhove Isn't ready to
write off the season though,
"There are perhaps si><teengames
remaining on our schedule, we're
definitely young and: lacking In
experience, hCl.'li{lgncisenlors on,
the team, buf'We've Improved
considerably In each game we've
played. Stili It's hard toconv~y to
your players theJactthat they're
.?{
We can help you make
sure itwiU be!
Another Win..
5
epth
aWIi
behind the Winner, laurie Adams
of MSU. JUdy, admitting she had
tired at the 2.5 mark, secured third
place for the team with a 19:22.8
time.
More than a minute behind the
'twins came another couple of
Bronco runners, Beth Rupprecht
and Cherry Gardner to finish 12th,
20:41.1 and 13th, 20:44.6 respec-
tively. '
The fifth woman to score for her
team was Ci{ldy Jorganson who
finished the course in 21:00.5 for
an extremely vital 17th place.
Leslie Bastian, the only P.E. major
on the cross country traveling
team, finished 19th in 21:19.5 and
at the threshhold of victory."
Last weekend's game against
Central Washington' typifies the
Hockey teams' season thus far.
Although the Broncos controlled
, the match thoroughly on penetra-
tion time,' Boise State only man-
aged to scoreonegoal. Fortunate-
ly for Central Washington they
also scored a. goal, leaving the
score tied at the end of regulation
time. Each team was then alotted
five shots on goal from the penalty
stroke distance in overtime, the
Broncos tallied one gMJ but
Central Washington tallied two,
net effect: chalk up another Boise.'
State defeat.
"We're having trouble moving
the ball, the unit effect of under-
standing where your teammate is
hasn't developed among the for-
wards, and we still lack the stick
skills necessary for offense ball
movement, consequently we
haven't scored many goals.
I realize It's frustrating the
playes not having everything come
to them all at once, but it's just a
matter of time. Not because a
poor team will come along and
we'll get a victory, rather because
we have considerable potential
and eventually we'll jell as a
unit. " said Ms. Von Wassenhove.
Wedding tnvltatlons & Supplies ~~r:Il!~
Bridal Accessories Albums
Shower & Reception Supplies
Custom Imprinting
Personal &Meaningful Gifts
.Brides":' Register for our Free
Monthly Drawing! ~
+LA,J",
~
Westgate Mall
Lorraine Carlson finishing 30th in
22:38.4 concluded the Bronco par-
ticipation.
Discussing this year's team,
Dahlstrom said, "I'm really happy
with them. Six weeksago we were
eleven newcomers and one 'vete-
ran' - Cindy Jorgensen, a junior
from Boise. We've developed
very well and we're a strong, solid
team now. Within the team, we
have super competition, while at
the same time each Individual is
completely supportive of the
group. This helps us grow and
develop as a team. "
Dahlstrom cited Boisesophomore
FollOWingtheir last home compe-
tition against NNC on Tuesday,
Oct 17 at 4:00 p.rn., the team will
be en route to Prove, UT, for a two
day tournament which schedules
games with BYU, a BYU Alumni
team and with two other teams,
Cherry Gardner for "an excellent
race last Saturday In the Univer-
sity of Montana meet. Freshman
Beth Rupprecht, from Flier, Id, is
becoming a very competitive run-
ner also," Dahlstrom said.
"Judy and Jody Smith, freshmen
twins from Ontario, Or, who
finished 1-2 against the University,
of Mor-tana last week, are, accord-
ing to Dahlstrom, •'exceptional
runners with great potential for
being competitive on a Northwest
Regional basis,"
As a result of placing first, the
possibility of BSU's harriers con-
tending for one of the top three
positions at the Northwest Reg-
ional meet in Seattle now becomes
areallty and a trip to the nationals
in Denver more than a passing
thought. .
Coach Basil Dahlstrom's cross-
country team will wind up its 1978
home schedule at 11:00 a.m. OCt.
21 in a dual meet with IdahoState
University.
Dahlstrom said, "Idaho State will
be stronger than last season, plus
they have more depth. We, too,
however, have improved in both
those aspects;"
NeHt:
Weber
State
The Boise State Broncos got back
on the Winning track this past
Saturday with a 30-15 win over
non-eonferenceopponent San Jose' .
State, and now look forward to Big
Sky Conference action against
Weber State.
Kickoff Is set for 7:30 p.rn, MDT
in Boise's' Bronco Stadium
(20,000) this Saturday, Oct. 21.
The Broncos put a 4-2 overall
record and 0-2 Big Skymark on the
line. The Wildcats bring a 1~5
overall mark and an 0-2 Big Sky
record into the game.
The Broncos outscored a talented
San Jose State team to snap a
two-game losing streak. The
Broncos have beaten all three of
their 1978 PcAA opponents in-
eluding Cal State FUllerton, Long
Beach State and now San Jose .
State.
56t. Fl\IAVIEW AV.
BOISE, IDAHO 83704 ,
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JOIN THE OLYMPIC BAR
SUNDAY MADNESS'
Bathe your thirsty tong'ue
in a cold, cold beer
The UnivenitY'Arbiter 'WecJnesday; October 18~1978-17
Field Hockey Comes Close
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"This was our best team effort of
the season," BSU Head Football
Co<¥:h Jim Criner said.. ''We
played inspired football, tackled
well, blocked well and ran well.
We played aggressively and Iwas
pleased with our performance In
all facets of th.e game," Criner
said.
The Bronooscontinue to lead the
Big Sky In total offense, and are
second In both rushing and pas-
sing offense. BSU Is third In
scoring offense and second In
scoring defense. The Bronoos are
fourth In total defense, second In
rush defense and. fifth in pass
defense.
- In Weber State, BSU faces a
team that throws the ball very
well, leading the Big Sky In that
category. Weber also has a good
passdefense, giving up only 149.5
yards a game In the alr,thlrd best
in the league.
"Weber State appears to be
healthier than they've been all
season," Criner said. "They were
selected in the pre-seasonas a title
contender and we are concerned
with their ability to throw the ball.
We will have to pressure them on
HumbertoCardlnaJ; .Medeiros,
arch~lshop OfBoston/stepped: out
of ttleconclave that: elected Pope
John Paul. long enough to ask an
American journalist for the score
of that day's Red Sox game.
Hearing that the Sox had won, he
smiled and said, "Thanks be to
God."
Sister Margaret, who teaches
first grade at St. Joseph's School
in San Francisco, told Giants
announcer Lon Simmons that .she
has her students say prayers,
recite the Pledge of Allegiance to
the flag and sing the Giants fight
song before class.
It all seems crazy, but that's how
we are about our national pastime.
Like Argentines with their soccer,
we simplY go nuts; We Imagine
that the nine players on the field
actually represent the city they
play for, even thou~h they may all
live somewhere else and may be
playing. for a different team next
year.
Rod Carew, who's fervently Jew-
Ish, black and Panamanian, is
easily the most famous Minnea-
polltanln - Minnesota, notwith-
standing the racist remarks of the
Twins' owner, Calvin Griffiths.
Philadelphia Mayor Frank RiZZO,
who recently urged voters to
"vote white," nonetheless sup-
ports the Phillies' many black
players. And in Boston, your
typical Dorchester racist finds no .
contradiction In hating "nlggers"
on the one hand and loving. Jim
Rice on tlieother'-For all the
overtones of religiosity, baseball
can Still be a nasty matter.
The public .nastiness this year
was mostly concentrated In New
York and Los Angeles, the cities
that .also sport the strongest
teams. Dodgers Don Sutton and
Steve Garvey had their highly- .
pU.b1lclzedfist fight, and Yankees
. Manager Billy· Martin was fired
again, then re-hlred for the 1980
season.. -Red SOx. pitcher . Bill
"Spaceman" Lee called Manager
Don Zimmer "the gerbil," and
found himself dropped from the
rotation. '., •
And now the World Series.
Yanks and Dodgers fans are
having their moments of hysteria
while millions more watch with
,~oo;=CClOcOOOOl~:SOClOCOCc=t!:lCClOCOOCOCC:MX:lOC'O'J'OO;:OC:lOC1t" controlled degrees of passion. The
. outcome of these games ls the
least Interesting aspect of them.
The fact that they've been played
Is the only important thing.
We cling to the World Series
because ~t Is the end. After
baseball comeswinter and death.
Ice and snow will cover the green
fields and early darkness will
descend on our days. Wi) pass
Into a lent-like state of waiting -
scheming - "next year."
defense and be ready for ,their
pass attack."
The Wildcats are led by quarter-
back Morris Bledsoe, the .Big
Sky's second leading passer and a
first team ail-Big Sky choice In
1977. His favorite target is wide
receiver Randy Jordan, who has
caught zr passes for 490 yards and
3 touchdowns. Scott Roth is their
leading rusher with 2137 yards on
86 carries and 4 touchdowns.
Defensively, Weber State Is led
by linebacker 11m Evans (76
tackles) and a fine secondary
Including Ali-American Dennis
Duncanson, Doug Battershill and
Mike Rosky, who has 4 Intercep-
tions this season.
The BoiseState injury situation is
not much better than it has been,
especially since BSU has lost the
services of outstanding outside
linebacker Larry Polowski for at
least one game. Polowskl broke a
ooneln his hand In the game last
Saturday. Polowskl has 51 tackles
this season and Is one of three
BSU linebackers' (with Bob
Macauley and Willie Beamon)
listed among the top tacklers In
the Big Sky.
EXCEPTIONAL·
DIAMOND VAL
JUST FORIYOU
It's hard to 'bel ieve
thaf diamond bridal
trios as beautiful as
. these can be so .
perfectly priced to
fit your budget.
Come in and see
our' complete
collection
High .tyl.~
wedding trio
boast. 9 $995.00 value
diamonds
Specially Priced $849.00
lovely trio ...
total 019 .hi.ing
diamond. $395.00 value
Specially Priced $339.00
(PNS) - Reggie Jackson of the
New York Yankees, with typical
modesty, toldanABG- TV Inter-
viewer during the recent playoff
series with the Kansas City Royals
that he Isa religious man, prays to
God dally and that God helps him
hit home runs. As Winston
Churchill once said of a rlval,
"There but for the grace of God
goes God."
Tom Lasorda, manager of the los
Angeles Dodgers, prays to the Big
Blue Dodger in the Sky. His rival
manager, Danny Ozark of the
Philadelphia Phillies, predicted
the Phlls would beat the Dodgers
because he wears the No. 3 and It
was the third playoff meeting
between the two tesms,
it has been the most exciting
baseball season in years ...;. a
season that, even when it was
over, was not over. The Red Sox
led their nearest competition by
over 10 games until the last
month, swooned In September and
then came back to tie the Yankees
and force a one-game playoff.
During the dreadful september
collapse, the statistics on child
abuse and wife beating In Boston
soared. The old man comes home
from work tired and hot, has a few
beers, watches the Red Sox get
creamed and takes It out on the.
wife and kids. Who says baseball
Is only a game? In Boston, It's a
sacred tradition.
In the West, the most exciting
story .was the San Francisco
'Giants: they held first place most
of the season: and broke the
all-time major league record for
one-run victories with 42 .. It was a
rare Giants game that didn't go
right dowi1to the wire,' heart In
throat. as the. San Francisco
attendance soared from 700,000 in
19n to 1.7 million this year.
Friends of mine madea novena to
Brother Junipero Serra, the Calif-
ornia missionary priest who's up
for sainthood, in the Catholic
Church; they promised that If he
couid make the Giants win the
pennant (a true mlraclel) they'd
_ tell the new Popeabout It. But the
Giants died and the Pope .soon
followed and poor Jun/pero Serra
will have to come up with other
miracles. If he wants to make the
grade.
~. r>...
/~"-../ '
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
•OFFER neon THRU OCT. 31
1607 OVERLAND RD.
Geometric styling
highlights 3
glimmering
diamonds
$495.00 value
Delleala loal
design surrounds
2 Improsslv.
diamonds
$599.00 value
Specially Priced $479.00
A Tradition of Quality and Vclue
-CaU Jtwtler'$
DOWNTOWN BOISE·. WESTGATE MALL
VISTA VILLAGE· KARCHER MALL
THE MOUNTAIN PARKA:
. INSIDE AND om
STOP OUT BETWEEN10·9 WEEKDAYS OR 10-6 SAT
and see our run selection of out door clothing, running shoes;
touring skis,and whitewater equipment
l8-The University Arb,iter·: Wednesday; October 18, 1978 .
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LEAGUE B
Fighting Gamecocks 4 0
Goodtlmers 3 1
Mike's Mashers 3 1
BSUII 1 3
Foul Players 1 3
LEAGUE C
Opls 4 0
oZaugerts 3 1
cePA apress 2 2
Heroes 2 2
B-3 Chaffee 1 3
LEAGUE 0
LDSTeam 4 0
Ballsofts 3 1
Bottlmer's 3 1
TKEDlana 1 3
A-2 Wackadoos 1 3
LEAGUE A
Sigma Phi Epsilon 4 0
CermSpells 4 0
Aquatic Bison 1 2
Kings Buhls 1 2
BSU f-lacksawa o 3
BSUII
/
o 3
PhaQuoll o 4
. LEAGUE B .
Helen Kellers 4 0
Northern Lights 3 1
LOS 2 2
Groundhogs 2 2
TKE 1 3
Buffaloes o 4
LEAGUE C
A-I Nads 4 0
B-3 2 2
B-2 2 2
A-2 2 2
B-1 Bembers 1 3
A·3 1 3
SHANE' A.UTO
REBUILD 6-
REFINISHING
(Formerly' $elVice City
Auto complex)
..Specializing in
oCarvette,
e insurance,
e antique
restoration
202~' 38th
345..056~
Drink Courage,
nO(COOfS;
Take the Underground,
not the Urban Stage -
EARN BSU SEMESTER CREDIT
IN LOHDOH
Study in a sidewalk cafe,
not in tM SUB;
Lookup at the palaceof
,the Medieval Popes
riot at a gym-
EARN BSU SEMESTER CREDIT
IN AVIGNON
Buy spicy wurst in the
market square,
not in Albertson's;
JogaJong the remains of
a Roman Wall,'>
not Julia Davis park-
EARN BSU SEMESTER CREDIT
IN COLOGNE
INFORMATION-LA212
$85.J508
The Belse Blades Hockey team, an
adult semi-pro club, has begun tryouts
and training camp. Anyone Interested
In trying out for the Blades ahould
oontact Jim Kirwan (208) 377-1020, to
obtain Information and gat on the tryout
list.
The Belse. Blades Hockey Club pays
lor travel, loodexpenses, Ice time and .
some equipment, but the players are
not paid lor playing.
Boise area volleyball lans will have
their last chance to see the Bronoo
women, now 2-5, at home on Thursday,
Oct. 19 at 6:00 p.rn. The Treasure
Valley Community College team Irom
ontario, OR and BSU meet lor the
seoond time. The Treasure Valley
Chukar team defeated Belse State In
Ontario earlier In the season, three
games to one.
Belse Suite golfers finished filth In the
seven team Beehive GoII tournament
held In Logan, Utah this past weekend.
Gary Duncan was BSU's highest
finisher with 212, good lor 14th place
among the nearly 50 golfers. Duncan
had rounds 01 7D-7:Hl9 lor the 212. this
was Duncan's last meet lor BSU as he
will graduate at the end of this,
semester.
The meet concludes the lall season lor
the BSU golfers.
:~MURA~~ ---,-._jO_C_k:::>--r-s_cr~a_p_s ---,.
~~rri~~~~? ~~ QB Dois. Dlad.s Bronco Women's DSUGolfers
Volleyball Sets Last Compete In .
Home Meet Deehlve Tourney
Intramural L&agues
After lour semesters as champions 01
the co-ed soltball Intramural leagues,
CCPO Express has finally been dumped
Irom post league play. With one week
01 league play lelt It looks r , though
- Plaza's Players, Opls, V~,9, Fighting
Gamecocks and the LLlS Team, all
undefeated, will be vying lor this
semester's Championship tltle; The
tournament will begin the week lollow-
Jng end 01 league play.
Women's powder puff loot ball Isoil to
lis usual smashing start, the ladles
seem to love It. The same cannot be
said 01 men's football as lorfelts during
the World Sarles week were a oommon
occurance.
Everyone should start organizing
volleyball and basketball teams; be-
cause when football and softball end
and the weather turns oold, Indoor
sports begin.
DSUSelected
For Two Regional
Gymnastics Meets'
ISUFootball
'Game Tickets
The NCWSA awarded It's 1960
Regional Gymnestlcs Championships to
BSU, It was announced In a meeting
last weekend In OJrvallls, OR. The
meet, to be held In March, 1960, will
Include the best oolleglote teams and
Indlvldualslrom the live state region. It
will serve as a Qualifying meet to the
AIAW Division I and Division II
National Championships.
The United State Gymnastics
Federation has accepted BS as the site
for Its Class I Regional Championships
April 12·14, 1979, It was announced at
the USGF qualifiers from a six state
area, and will be a qualifying meet to
the USGF Nationals.
"Belse State University students
wishing to attend the football game
with Idhoo State on October 26, ht
Pocatello, may begin picking up tlckats
lor the game at 12:00 noon on October
23 at the Varsity Center only. Tlckat
price Is $3.00. Full time students may
purchase one (1) ticket on their activity
card. Idaho State will require presenta-
tion of the activity card and ticket at the
Mini-Dome. Tickets must be picked up
by 5:00 p.rn, on Thursday, october 26,
1976."
,QUALITY REFERENCE,
TECHNICAL s SCHOLARLY
BOOKS AT SAVINGS OF
50% TO 85% OFF ORIGINAL
PUBUSHED PRICES
UP
=
o\c;!~~v
SUBJECTS ByrnE DOZENS. TITLESBYTHE HUNDREDS.o HISTORY0 SOCIOLOGY 0 ART0 ECONOMICS
o PHILOSOPHY0 MATHEMATICS0 EDUCATION 0 SCIENCEo HEALTH0 SPEECH0 LAW 0 ECOLOGY 0 TRAVEL ,o POLITICALSCIENCE0 RELIGlON 0 BUSINESSD. MEDICAL
o ENGINEERING0 UTERATUREDPSYCHOLOGYo Ul.t'JGLIAGES o MUSIC DMORE,MORE, MORE
THE'.DOOK~TOP.E •
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Oct 18
. BOISE GALLERY OF ART:
Creative dramatics classes, for
ages 7-10, Oct. 18 - Dec: 20,
3:lXl-4:3O pm, call 345-8330 for
Info.
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES: Slide
lecture by world famous Yose-
mite and Himalayan climber,
Galen Rowell, 8 pm, Bolsean
Lounge.
FOREIGN FILM: "The Lady
Killers," 8 prn, SUB ballroom.
IDAHO DISTRICT III High
School Marching Band Compe-
tition, Bronco Stadium, 5:30 prn
admission $2.50 tor adults,
$1.50 for students with activity
cards. Sponsored by BSU Music
Dept.
UNI\tEIlSITY DEMOCRATS
meeting, Daryl SaJlazand Stan
Kross will attend. Everyone
welcome.
KBSU AFTER WORK
SPECIAL: Jean Luc Ponty,
"Aurora," 5:30 pm and late-
night ~t 2 am.
I••E.I••
TONIGHTI
Oimb Up to a breathtaking
experience with Galen Rowell.
8:00 pm In tile Bolsean lounge.
e'mwm'~'~'-v~l~~Yi~~~.J--T---"m,m''"W_~~'"E"-w''''''~t·
THUR S TS N ~i
Oct 111 Oct. ~1 Oct. 22 Oct. 25 ",
TREASURE VALLEY FEL' FIELD HDCKI:Y: at BYU. MEISTERSINGSER AND PER- HOLLOWEEN FILM FESTI-i-:
LOWSHIP for Christian Athletes VOLLEYBALL: at EaStern Wa- CUSSION ENSEMBLE: 8:15 VAL: "King Kong" & "Fear-
and BSUAthletes for Christ will shlngton University, league. prn, Special Events center, Dr. loils Vampire Killers," 8 pm, ',',"
conduct a Christian testimony RESPIRATORY CARE SEMI- John Baldwin and Welber Elliot SUB ballroom.
refreasher course, each Thurs- • NAR: Oct 2O-21,Ada Lounge In directors. HOMECOMING ELECTIONS: ,:
day at 7:15 ,pm for 5 weeks. SUB, caJl385-3383 for Info. BOISE UTILE THEATER: try. 9:30 prn. SUB, LA BuildIng. W
Open to the publlc, KBSU AFTER WORK out for "Finishing Touches", 2 Business Building Va-Tech \'
SOCIOLOGY CLUB bake salo to SPECIAL: Roy Buchanan, pm, and Monday 9 pm. BUI.ldln.ll.
raise money for schqlarehlps, "loading Zone," 5:30 pm and
Business Bldg., foyer. - lato night at 2 am.
SYMM8-TRUBY DEBATE on FOOTBALL: BSU vs. Weber
energy and Inflation, 8 pm, Ada State, 7:30 pm, Bronco Stadium.
Lounge In SUB. WII be tole-CROSS COUNTRY: at BSU, the'
vised on KAID- TV, sponsered BSU Invitational, 11 am.
by Idaho Press Club and League
of Women Voters.
Oct 19
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES:
John mitchel, "Inflation," Nez
perce Room, SUB 9 pm.
BOISE GALLERY OF ART:
Batik classes, for ages 17 &
older, OCt 19 - Nov 20, 7-9 pm.
call 345-8330 for Into.
VOLLEYBALL: at BSU against
Treasure Valloy Community 001-
lege, 6 pm.
KBSU AFTER WORK
'SPECiAL: Renaissance,
. "Scherherazade", 5:30 pm and
. late night al 2 am.
Midterm pre-
paration:
3%
Knowledge
10%
No-Doz
87%
,~----'------,.--II Advanced
ParanoiaBSU Music Dept. pre-
sents Dr. John Baldwin,
percussionist & Don-
ald Oakes, organist,:
in concert, Friday.'
tober 20.
Tho positions listed below are
now open end applications are
being accepted from the Stu-
dents of BSU for them:
1lLlBRARY COMMmEE: re-
sponsible for all mailers and
procedures relating to the
library.
2)FINANCIAl AIDS
COMMITTEE: rosponslble for
policy pertaining to the award-
Ing of student scholarships.
3)SPECIAl EVENTS CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
establishes policies for the
operation of the center.
4)EDUCATION TENURE
COMMITTEE: recommonds
the awarding of tenure and
formal evaluation of the tenur-
ed faculty.
5)PUBLICATIONS ADVISORY
BOARD: seven (7) 5tudents are
needed to sit on an advisory
beard dealing wllh the Arbiter. -
Teachers
HUNDREDS OF OPENINGS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
TEACHERS
BOX,1063 VANCOUVER,
WA,~
,', Jim Thorpe,
W AI/-Amer-
f! ;~;pc;~.~
t:;; 7:30 pm $2.
i Sponsored
,by History
g Dept. &
DAMA
SOGHOP..
BOISE LITTLE THEATER:
"Tho Subject was Roses," Oct.
20-28. eatl342-5104 for lnto.
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES; open
date for anyone to organize a
final backpacking trip for the
yoar, contact Berne Jackson at
385-1455 or 344-9512.
MHAFB DANCE: call 385-3986
for Info.
FACULTY ARTIST, SERIES:
8:15 pm., Music Auditorium,
Dr .• Iolm Baldwin, percussion-
Ist, Donald oakes, Organ. As-
sisted by Madeline Hsu, plano;
~ ~:;;Jlm Hopper, ~arlnet.
Oct 21
KDS.IJ SATURDAY FEA'll
nlRED ARTIST: The Beatles,
also, 6 pm - midnight, "Pot-
pourri" (converging types of
music and a featured artlet from'
Jim Gonnoud).
FACULTY WIVES SPONSERS
"Tallgato Parly": 6 prn, Stadi-
um parking Lot, for faculty,
staff & friends:
YWCA WORKSHOP: "The
Composite Charl: New Insight
Inlo Relationships," 10 am -
noon; 1:30 - 5 pm, call 343-3688
for Info. ..
If you ore Ii UCensod PractiCal IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI
Nurso, Potvor County Hospllal send $1.00 for Yuur 256-""'""',
of American Falls, Idaho, has a ....... -
POSItion for you. Good salary, mall order catalog of Qllleglate
pecllent benefits, full "" pnrt- 'Raesarch. 10,250 toplc listed.
time In the Nursing Homo or In Prompt DelI\N>nl. Box 25907-8,
the Hospital. Call collect , ~ A""""e8,';:!'lf. """""'. (213) I------------i228-2327 for Personnel Director LoU<> ~ 'lI'" \.lUI ~
or apllly In person at the I ~4~n~-8226~~ _' __ .j---- ZANIES -----I
HospltaJ. An Equal Opportun· I-
Ity Employer.
Tho Unlvel1lltY Arbiter Is
taking applications for a layoui
assistant. Apply 8 to 5 wook-
days at tho Arbltor Office, 2nd
floor SUB or call 385-1464.
STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short On Money? Long on Hair?
Save Money by Getting Your Hair
CUi at State Barber College. With
Budgel Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt. Available. 2210 Main St.,
Boise, 342-9729
Answers to Stump Trivia Rat
, by, Mark C. Brough
1. St. louis Browns
2. Captain Kangaroo
3. Saturday Night
4. A) Paris B) Melbeurne C) St.,
louis D) Rome E) Not hald duo
toW.W.1I
5. Pillow Talk, (Unlv., 1959)
6. Grant Avenue Grammer
SCliool
7. A) Peter & Gordon B)
Tommy James & tha Shondalls
C) Bobby Vinton D)FatsDomlno
E) Jan. & Dean F) Brook
Benton: '
8. Command Decision, (M.G.
M:,lll4B) _
9. Roy Emerson and MarGaret
smith
10. "Eye 01 the Beholder."·
"';""",,="""""~~_~~T-1./.
m
'ffw
Oct 25 f~:
VOLLEYBALL: at College of " if
Sourthern ,Idaho. 7:00 prn: h
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB LEC- "
TURE: by Richard Ambler, 8 I;!
pm, Lookout rm., In SUB i1
DR. ALFRED LE SESNE JEN· ";
KINS to speak on sires., man- ';;
agemant and Internatkma! dl- "
plomacy, 8 pm, BSUSclonco F
Building, rm 106 "
REGISTER TO VOTE and moot ,;'
various candidates, In SUB. ';'
Oct 23
FilM ON KYL'E :lOTE, JR.,
national an-stareoccer player,
shown at 7:30 pm, Borah High
school. Will be shown egaln.,
Wed. Oct. 25, samo time.
Oct 24
FIELD HOCKEY: at BSU a-
gainst Eastern Oregan State
College, 4 pm.
~~~~~L~~~~~~~~~
Private Party Cla~ifiedAds/4CentsPer Word/12 Noon Monday Deadfine,
HELPWANTED---r---HElP.WANTED---r---MISCELLANEOUS--~""'"
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB- For More Info 385-1464
. . .
HELP WANTED DE-CLflllIFI€D CONTEST
lOST & FOUND
Loat: 1 key ring, 4 koys and a
nail clipper attached. Blue cir-
cular end~Two of tM keys are
Dormitory keys, two are car
keys. Lost somewhere betwoon
Morrison Hall and Liberal Arts
Building or Cafeteria. Call
Morrison Hall, ask, for Ray.
$5.00 roward~
Found: 2 lady's rings. Found on
the BSU tennis court. Call
342-4706.
CClNTACf LENS WEARERS.
Save on brand Ilame hard or
soft lens supplies. Send for free
Illustrated catalog. Contact lens
Supplies, .Box 7453, PhoeniX,
Arizona 85011. '
1-..,..-"---HOBBIES-4-~--....._j
. Anyone Intortlllted In conflict
stimulations games (I.e., tatlcal
and strategic beard war-tjoffies
by Avalon Hili, SPE, TSR;
etc.). OPPONENTS WANTED;
NEWCOMERS. WELCOME.
INTERESTED PERSONS
CONTACT RICK AT,345-1803.
1----- CHILD CARE----f
Campus DlIycare has day or
evening openings. Call 342-
8249/376-1425.
NO,
Wednt'Sday, October 11, 1978- ,
8
Last weo!l', winner, Los Weill,
high on the Galen Rowell
lecture, couldn't be contacted
trom the bose camp here on the
second floor of the SUB In order
'a get his picture taken (wea-
ther pei'mlttlng, of course). Ho
did correctly Identify K-2 as
st&ndlngfor Kera Korum, tho
mountain range with the 2nd
highest peak In tho world. We
hope Wolff can keep his cram-
pons together. ~
To ihow tjoet _do not harbor
eny aort of prejudice In The
UnlV'lIflIlty Arbiter offices, we
move from the very large to the
vary small. This week's De-
classlfled,COIltee' winner gals a
chance for a' Snsll, live and
right before his/her very eyes.
The recording group appears at
the 121 Club thle Wed end
Thur ,and tho first persen v;ho
can' name, In alphabetical
order, all tho IlilSOClaleeditors
of the Arbller wins two free
tickets (front row stuff) plue 1
Inch of free Arbltllf' classified
advertising. . Tickets are for
THIS Thursday'S, concan, 00
drag yourself up to the front,
desk In the Arbiter office and
shaw Peggy, thepaper'Q can-
didate for Homeoornlng Q\l!lCn,
your knowladgeof the alphabet
comblned, wllh your ability to
read a masthead.
